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Golick Lectures to be held
Source: OPI

The eleventh series of the
A. Frank Golick Lectures will
be held at the U ni versity of
Missouri-Rolla September 22
and 23. Dr. Phillip J. Mackey,
program manager-Noranda
Process-for Noranda Mines
Ltd., Quebec, Canada, will be
this year's speaker.
He will deliver two lectures
and will meet with metallurgical engineering students
and faculty,
His subjects are "Technology and Science in Nonferrous Metallurgy: The
Changing Scene," Thursday,
September 22, and "Process
Simulation and Computer
Modelling in Copper Smelting," Friday; September 23.
Both will begin at 3:00 p.m. in
11 '1 Butler-Carlton Civil
Engineering Hall.
Dr. Mackey is a specialist
in nonferrous extractive
metallurgy and, in particular,
copper smelting_ He has
extensive experience in plant
management, operations ,

process design, teaching,
research and development.
During the past 14 years, he
has held responsible
positions with Noranda
Mines Ltd. and the Noranda
. Research Centre.
Mackey holds B.S. and
Ph.D. degrees in metallurgy
from the University of New
Sou th Wales, Sydney ,
Australia, and is the author
of some 22 articles published
in technical journals_
He is a professional
engineer With the Association of Professional Engineers of Ontario, Canada; a
certified engineer, Institution
of Mining and Metallurgy
(London); a member of the
Australasian Institute of
Mining and Metallurgy, the
Institution of Metallurgists
(London), the Metals Society
(London), the Historical
Metall urgical Society
(London), the American
Society for Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers and the Canadian
Institute of Mining and

Metallurgy.
The A. Frank Golick
Memorial Lectureship was
establishedbyMrs.Golickin
honor of her late husband, a
1918 UMR met.allu rgy
graduate. The program
brings nationally and
internationally recognized
metallurgical engineers to
the Rolla campus for lectures
and meetings with metallurgical engineering students.
Highlights of the visits are
the lectures, which are
intended to illustrate how the
results of fundamental
research find applications in
the solution of modern
metallurgical problems.
Golick was vice president
in charge of sales for LaSalle
Steel Co. when he died in
1966. During his 20-year
associatiori with LaSalle, he
pioneered the market
development of many coldfinished steels and developed
sales campaigns which
established markets for
several of the most widely
used steels. -

sor Arthur S. Nowick, Henry
Krumb School of Mines,
Columbia University, N.Y.;
Dr. Mats Hillert, The Royal
Institute of Technology,
Stockholm, Sweden; Dr. E. T.
Turkdogan , United States
Steel Corporation Research
Laboratory, Monroeville, Pa.;
Dr. Merton C. Flemings, Food
Professor of Engineering,
Department of Materials

Science and Engineering,
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology , Cambridge,
MaSs.; Dr. C. M. Wayman,
professor of metallurgy ,
University of Illinois ,
Urbana, TIL; and Dr. J. W.
Cahn, center scientist,
National Bureau of Standards.
The lectures are free and
open to the public.

Deborah Burris is the new ' Bachelor's degree in OrganiAssistant Director of Student zational Development.
Financial Aid as of June 1,
There have been a few
1983.
changes to be had in the
Her new job here at UMR transition, she says. "This is
involves management of a change from the junior
funds and administration of college setting." There, most
the 'work study program and of the students were going for
college and short-term loans. two-year degrees or basic eduShe says that previously cation with a transfer in
she did "essentially the same mind.
work" at the Forest Park
She adds that coming from
Campus of St. Louis St. Louis to Rolla has been
Community College.
quite a change.
She got her education at St.
"One thing I enjoy most is
Louis University with a
working with students," she

Carlson is the author of
several pu blications and
presentations and is a
member of the American
Mathematical Society.

Prior to joining LaSalle, he
was associated with several
ferrous and nonferrous metal
producers, developing a
number of new applications
for both classes of metals. He
authored a number of
technical articles on new steel
applications and methods of
treatment.
Among previous Golick
lecturers have been: Profes-
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UMR staff phys.ician retires
after 36 yea'rs of service
Source: OPI

That saqIe spring, Dr. Earl
Feind, who was director of the
Student Health Service at
UMR from 1935 to 1968,
asked Dr. Myers to become a
staff physician at UMR. In
1950, Dr, Feind and Dr. Myers
joined with Dr. William Lytle
to form the Rolla Clinic and

Dr. James M. Myers, M.D.,
retired this month after
serving 36 years - as a
University of Missouri-Rolla
staff physician, the last 15 of
which were spent as director
of UMR's Student Health
Service.
Dr_ Myers explained that
he will still be available to
UMR as a consultant and for
emergency service. uNo
physician can completely
retire," he said. "There needs
to be someplace where you
can keep your hand in the
practice of medicine."
Born in Valatie, N.Y., Dr.
Myers attended Saint
Michael's College in Winooski, Vt. He was accepted by
several medical schools and
decided to attend St. Louis
University's Medical School.
He completed his internship at st. John's Hospital in
St. Louis during World War II
and served his residency with
the U.S. Army. Following his
discharge from the service, he
and his wife, Mary, who is a
native of Jefferson City,
worked together in private
spent a few months in
practice as well as at the
Georgia but soon decided to
infirmary on campus.
return to Missouri to
"During the years I spent
establish his practice. They
on the health service staff at
came to Rolla in the spring of
UMR, particularly as
1947, and Dr. Myers opened . director, I had an opportunity
his office as a general
to learn a great deal about the
practitioner.
health services provided by

colleges and universities
throughout the country," Dr.
Myers said. "I've always enjoyed working with the
students and maintaining
the level of health services
provided by UMR."
Dr. Myers has a number of
other interests and activities

that will keep him busy
during retirement. He is an
avid golfer, as is Mrs. Myers,
and he enjoys hunting and
flBhing. He and Mrs. Myers
combine their love of golf
with an interest in travel and
have played on some of the
best golf courses.

SEPTEMBERFESTsee
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Dr. James R. Carr has
joined the faculty of the
University of Missouri-Rolla
as an assistant professor of
geological engineering.
Carr holds a B.S. degree in
geological engineering from
the University of Nevada,
Reno, and M.S. and Ph.D.
degrees in the same field from
the University of Arizona in
Tucson.
He has served as a
gradullte research assistant
Source: OPI
and associate at the
Maj. Joe P. Bussey, Jr., has University of Arizona, and
joined the University of has worked for WoodwardMissouri-Rolla faculty as an Clyde Consultants, San
assistant professor of Francisco, and for S.E.A.
military science with UMR's Engineers, Sparks, Nev., as a
materials testing lab
Army ROTC program.
Bussey Irolds a B.A. degree technician.
Carr is a member of the
in management from
Columbia College and an ' American Society of Photogrammetry.
M.A. degree in the same field
from Webster College, St.
Dr. Timothy J. Gay has
Louis. He also holds a B.S_ joined the University of
degree in civil engineering Missouri-Rolla facult~ as a
from the University of research assistant professor
Missouri-Columbia, and has in physics.
attended Command and
He came to UMR from Yale
General Staff College at Ft. University where he had held
Leavenworth, Kan., and the research and lecturer
Engineer Advanced Course positions since 1980. He holds
at Ft. Belvoir, Va.
the Ph.D. and S.M. degrees in
In his career with the U.S. physics from the Univer&ity
Army, he has been stationed of Chicjago, and the B.S.
at Ft. McPherson, Ga.; Ft. degree in physics from
Leonard Wood , Mo. ; Ft. California Institute of
Belvoir, Va.; and in Japan.
Technology.
Dr. Dean A. Carlson has
Gay was a recipient of
joined the University of graduate laboratory and
Missouri-Rolla faculty as an undergraduate summer
assistant profes so r of student fellowships at
mathematics / statistics.
Argonne National LaboraCarlson received his B.S. tory, and an undergraduate
degree in education from teaching assistantship at the
Clarion State College, 'California In st itute of
Clarion, Pa., and holds M.A. Technology.
and Ph.D. degrees in
His primary resea r ch
mathematics from the interests are in fast ion / atom
University of Delaware in collisions with atoms and
Newark.
solid surfaces and in electronHe served as an instructor atom scattering.
and teaching assistant at the
University of Delaware and
see
is the re cipien t of the
Baxter / Sloyer Graduate
New faculty
Teaching Assistant Award
for the 1979-80 academic
page 3
ear.
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The couple recently
returned from a trip to China
("No golf courses there," Dr.
Myers said.) where they
listened to lectures on
Chinese medicine-both
traditional and modem-and
visited some of China's
hospitals as well as indulging
in some sightseeing.
"I was surprised to see how
quickly the traditional
Chinese medicine is receding
in favor of. more modern
medical practice," Dr. Myers
said. "I had hoped to learn
more about acupuncture, but
the Chincse seem to be
limiting that procedure to
psychoneurotic cases.
"Mary and I have been
almost everywhere but
Australia and New Zealand
and J suppose those countries
will be our next travel
project," he added.
The Myers manage to keep
fairly busy at home, too.
There are visits to and from
Jefferson City where the rest
of the family lives. The rest of
the family consists of
daughter, Julia, and h er
husband, Paul Pederson, and
three grandchildren. Julia is
a dietitian for Memori a l
Hospita l and Paul, a member
of the UMR class of 1973, is a
civil engineer who is
assistant director for telecommunications with the
Missouri Public Service
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M-CLUB
There will bea meeting of the M·Club on Thursday, September 15at7
p.m. in CE 114. All members should attend and bring your dues.
Refreshments will be served.

Wednesday, September 21 at 7 p.m. in M.E. Room 104. Paul A. Kuhn of
Greeley l"'d Hansen will be the guest speaker, and refreshments will be
served following the meeting.
WESLEY
Wesley holds a general meeting every Wednesday night at 6 p.m. The
program us ually consists of either a speaker, a film , or other special

event. These meetings are held at the Wesley Houae, 403 W. 8th St. (right
aenss from the Post Office). Everyone is invited to come find out what
Wesley really is all about.

MSM CLIMBING CLUB
The Climbing Club will meet tonight at 6:30 in Room 3'.05, Norwood
Hall.
UMR ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING MAC HINERY
Are you having troubles with J CL and/ or CMS and need help? The
members of the UMR Association for Computing Machinery will
sponsor a J ob Control Language and CMS help sesaion. This ....sion is
designed for those users of the University Computer System that are
unfamiliar with J CL or CMS and would like some help. TheJ CLsesSion
will begin at 7 p.m. , the CMS sesaion at 7:30 p.m. The session will be held
in Physics 104 on Thursday, September 15. ACM memberships and
resume forms will also be available at the help session.
WARGAMER'S ASSOCIATION OF ROLI.A
At 8 p.m. Thursday night, the Wargamer's Association of Rolla will be
meeting in Room 206 at the Math Building. For those of you who
s omehow missed our first mee tin g, we a re still accepting new

member ships. The topic of the meeting will be Avalon Hill 's new game
"Up Front".

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship will hold its weekly meeting at 7
p.m., Friday, September 16 in the Misaouri Room, University Center·
East.
STUDENT UN ION BOARD LECTURE
"Russia's Secret Doomsday Weapons, World War III and You," Peter
J ames, 8 p.m. , Centennial Hall, University Center· East. Free.

SIGMA GAMMA EPSILON
Sigma Gamm a Epsilon, the Earth Science Honor Society, will hold its
next meetmg Tu esday, September- 20 at 7 p.m. in Room 305, Norwood
Hall. All members should try to attend.
SWE MEETING
The Society of Women Engineers will be holding a meeting at 5:45
p.m., Tuesday, September 20, in the Meramec Room. Ms. Kim Harrison
from Emerson Electric will be the speaker. Memberships will be taken.
Refreshments wi ll be served fo llowing the meetin g. Everyone is
welcom e.

W~g)· ~~~g)A~

APO
There will be an APO meeting Wednesday, September 21, at 7 p.m. in
the Mark Twai n Room. Members please bri ng dues.
A.S.C.E.
The second A.S.C.E. meeting of the fall semester is scheduled for

Missouri Miner

The Missouri Miner is the official publication of the
students of the University of Missouri at Rolla. It is
published weekly at Rolla, Missouri. The Missouri Miner
features activities of the student and faculty of UMR
Editor·ln·Chief . . . . ... Ka ren Penney
. 364·3561
. 364·8989
Business Manager . ... Tracy Gerhold . . .
Advertising Director .Carol Sui t
. 364·8989
Sheila Courtway, Heidi Fluegel
Ma nagi ng Editor

News Edi tor. .
Features Editor

. . . La ura Pagan o .

.. .. Pat Van Ryckeghem ...... 364-0018
Pa ul McLaughlin, Kevin Farrel,
Mike Koop, Carmen Mann
.. Heralee n Spren ger ........... .

Chris De Gonia, John Roberts,
Mike Str oder, Dia ne Heuri ng

CAMPUT PERFORMING ARTS SERIES
Oscar Bra nd, folksinger, 8 ".m., Cedar Street Center. Season tickets or
$6 for adults nd $5 for studemA/ retirees. Tickets may be obtained at the
Cedar Street Center from 8 a.m. to noon and 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
KME MATH HELP SESSIONS
Math help sesaions are held every Monday and Thursday from 6:30-8
p.m. in Room 209 M·CS. KME offers help to those students having
problems in algebra, trigonometry, calculus I , 2, 3, and differential

Source: OPI

UPE
Thursday, September 22, UPE will be sponsoring the UPE Career Day
in Centennial Hall from 9:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Refreshments will be served all

day. Computer science majors take advantage of talking with
companies first hand. The following companies will be preaent:
Southwestern Bell, McDonnel·Douglas, Black & Weaten, Delco
Electronics, Conoco, IBM, and Phillips Petroleum. Don't hesitate to
come! Listen to presentations, look at displays, and talk to companies
informally.

Bernard R. Sarchet, Robert
B . Koplar professor of
engineering management at
the Univers ity of Missouri·
Rolla, is the instructor for a
v id e o ta p e shott course ,
Managem ent for Engineers,
distrihuted hy the Associa·
t i o n f o r Media·based
Continuing Education for
E ngineers (AMCEE) Inc.
A MCEE m arkets some 450
courses produced b y 24·
member univer s ities . S ar·
ch et's course is a vailable
through the U n iversity of
Kentucky, Lexington, Office
of Continuing Education/ ·
Engineering.
T h e course provides 12 30·
mi n ute videotapes w h ich
may be bought or rented. Also
available a r e an accompa·
nyi ng textbook, " Manage·
men t for E n gin eers," by J. M.
Am os a n d B. R. Sar ch et, a nd
lecture n otes by Sarchet .
Per so n s co mple t in g the
<i0 urs e q u a lify f o r 1.2

1968, Sarchet was the first
chairman, serving in that
position from 1968 to 1981. He
is the author of two books on
engineering management
and supervisory manage·
ment, has written numerous
other publications, and is a
register e d professional
engineer. H~ was a founder

Continuing Education Units
(CEUs) from the University
of Kentucky.
Topics covered are: Role of
the Engineer Manager,
Planning Technical Activities, Selecting and Managing
Projects, Creating an
Effective Team , Control
Techniques for the Engineer
Manager, Decision-Making
Techniques, Motivational
Techniques for Engineers,
Making Apprais als Effective,
Participative M a nagemen t ,
Effecti v e C ommuni ca t i on ,
a nd Time M a n agement.
Sarchet suggested t h at t h e
course m ay be particularly
attractive to s m all in d ustries,
because it allows on·s ite
training for a limited number
of employees at a reas on able
cost.
S a rc h et, a c h e mi ca l
en gineer, came to U MR in
1967 after a 26·year car.e er
with a major United States
c orpora t ion : When th e
department of engineering
management was created in

------Sally's
GIn.

Flowers &
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Source: OPI
John P . O ' Donnell,
professor a nd chairman ,
chemica l engineering depart·
ment, University C ollege
Dublin (UC D), Ireland, will
be a visiting professor of
chemical engineering at the
Univer s ity of Missouri·Rolla
Septem ber 17·23.
O'Donnell is the recipient
of a Smurfit-Alton Packaging
F ellowship. The fellowship
progra m , established in 1981,
provides for an exchange
between UMR a nd UCD.
O' Donnell will present two
semina rs a nd t wo lectures

:~ ~~~~~ult with

faculty

63~

364 ·1777

and first president of the
American Society for
Engineering Management.
He holds a B.S. degree from
Ohio State University, an
M.S. from the University of
Delaware and is a graduate of
the Advanced "Management
Program of Harvard Busi·
ness School.
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1902 N. BISOP AVE.
ROLLA, MO 65401

PHONE
364-1503
364-8887

All presentations will be in
139·140 Schrenk Hall and all '~~;;!8;;!882:a8~~~~~~;;!8ii18:a8~~~~~"
!lre open to the public. The !li
schedule is : Monday ,
September 19, 4:00 p .m. ,
seminar, " Chemical Education in Europe" ; Tuesday,
September 20, 1:30·3:00 p .m .,
lecture, " Equilibrium of the
NH3-C02-H20·Urea System";
ALPHA CHI SIGMA
Wednesday, September 21,
4:00 p .m ., seminar, "ProbFreshman and Analytical Chemistry
lems in the Start·up of a
7:00 . 9:00 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday
Large Ammo nia Plant" ;
Room 126 Chemistry Building
Thurs day, September 22,
1:30·3:00 p .m ., lecture, "Urea
Society of Physics
Reactor Design."

TUTORING

Physics 21 ·25 & 107
7:30 . 9:00 p.m. each Tuesday
Room 130 Ph ysics Building

..... Rich Bee. . . . ... . . ...... 364·9885
Eri c Gieseke, Nan cy Winkler,
Rick Bennett, Dave Stanfield
. .. . Jo hn Macke ......
. .. 364·9783

Trig. Al gebra and Calculu s
Monday an d Thurs day 6:3 0 . 8:00
Room 209 Math ·Computer Science Building

Minority & Women Eng . Program
Areas covered: Physics. Ma th. EE. Ch E. E.M..
Chemistry. Eng lish and Computer Science
A complete schedule of times and dales is
available in Room 302 Rolla Building .
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SOUTH CENTRAL MISSOURI SHRINERS CLUB BAND
"Ken Fowler and the Hurricane River Band". Shows at 6 and 8:30
p.m., Centennial Hall, University Center·East. Advanced tickets $10
family. Tickets at door $5 adults, $3 children. For more information call
364-3574.
UMR FILM SERIES
"Atomic Cafe" and "If You Love This Planet," 7:30 p.m., Miles
auditorium, Mechanical Engineering Building. Season ticket or $2.60 at
the door.
UMR SCUBA CLUB
Scuba Club meeting at 7 p.m. in Room 203 of the Library. Dive Buddy
Book and Dive Site Guide will be distributed. Movie to be shown.
Compr....or Operator training dat... to be set. New members or viaitors

364-3214
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New faculty
Capt. John K. Groves, new
assistant professor of
military science at the
University of Missouri·Rolla,
is a native of Springfield.
He holds an associate
degree in law enforcement
and a bachelor's degree in .
sociology from Missouri
Southern State College. He
also has a master's degree in
counseling froll) Webster
'College. ·He has taught two
years for Drury College.
Groves entered the U .S.
Army in 1968 as an enlisted
man. After ~litary servjce,
he worked as a 'police officer
in Bolivar and Joplin. He
returned to Army service in
1978 as a military police
officer. He has served in
Germany and ' 'at Fort
Leonard Wood.
Donald D. Henderson has
joined the faculty of the
University of Missouri·Rolla
as .a J e~turer in petroleum
engmeermg.
Prior to coming to UMR,
Henderson managed' the
petroleum distribution
system in South Korea. He
also has served in positions
that involved scheduling
tankers for all European
ports and managing a pipe·
line system in Alaska.
He was awarded a B.A.
degree from the University of

Texas and M.S. degrees in
petroleum engineering and
engineering management
from UM·Rolla. He also has
attended William & Mary
Colfege and Texas A&M
University. , .
.
He is a memoor o'! Phi
Kappa Phi and .,Pi Epsiloll
Tau.
Dr. Yupai Hsu lias joined
the faculty of tne' University
of Missouri·Rolla as a
research assista.n t professor
of physics.
Hsu holds a B.S. in physics
from the .National Taiwan
University and an M.S. in
physics from the California
Institute of Technology. tie
was awarded a Ph;D. in
physics by the University .of
Illinois· Urbana·Chaml>aign.
Prior to joining the UM· ·
Rolla faculty, Hsu was a post·
doctoral assistant in atomic
collision theory, applied
physics, Yale University. He
also taught in the depart·
ment of physics at the National Taiwan University.
Hsu is a member of the
American Physical Society,
Sigma Xi and Phi Kappa Phi.
He was awarded the
Scholastic Achievement
Award by the National
Taiwan University and was
named a University Fellow
by the University of Illinois.

from page 1

Dr. Shankar Mall has
joined the engineering
mechanics faculty at the
University of Missouri·Rolla
as an associate professor.
. Prior to coining 'to UMR,
Mall was an associate
pr~fessoi in the department
'ofmechanical engineering at
the University of Maine. He
also has held ' postdoCtoral '
research ' associate and
research assista-l)t positions
at the University of
Washington.
. He holds B.S. and M.S.
degrees in ' mechanical
engineering f~m J;lanaras
Hindu University in India.,.
,He waS awa:rded a ph.D. in,'
mechanicl/-l engineering'. by .
the .U niversity of Washing· '
ton.
He is a member of the
American Society for
Engineering Edueation, the
American Society of Mechan·
ical Engineers and Tau Beta
Pi.
His primary research
interests include: fatigue and
fracture, experimental stress
analysis , finite element
analysis and composites.
Dr. V. A. Samaranayake
has been named as assistant
professor of mathematics a t
the University of Missouri·
Rolla.
Sa maranayake is a native

of Sri Lanka and holds a B.S.
degree ' and a postgraduate
diploma in statistics from the
University of Sri Lanka. He
also holds a Ph.D. degree
from Kansas State Univer·
sity.
Samaranayake has taught
mathematics and statistics at
the University of Sri Lanka
an'd at Kansas State
University. Heis a member of
the American Statistical
Association and the Institute
of Mathematical Statistics.
His areas of interest
include: time series, regres·
sion, statistical computing
and non parametric statistics.
Dr. Shin·Chung (Maxwell)
Yen has joined the University
of Missouri·Rolia faCility as a
visiting assistant professor of
engineering mechanics.
. Yen earned his B.S. degree
in hydraulic engineering a t
Chung·Yuan College in his
native Taiwan (Republic of
China). He also holds an M.S.
degree in engineering
mechanics from UMR and
his Ph.D. degree in engi.
neering' science and mechan·
ics from Virginia Polytechnic
Institute a nd Sta te Uni ver·
sity, Blacksburg, Va.
He served as a teaching
assistant a nd in structor at
both UMR and VPI and is the
author of severa l published

researcher at the University
of California, Berkeley, and
at the National Taiwan
University.
He is the author of several
papers , and among his
research interests are rock
, mechanics , dynamic sys·
Dr. Whang·Zong (Ben) Wu '~. fems , wave propagation ,
has joined the faculty of the . fracture mechanics, and
University of Missouri·Rolla__ numerical analysis.
Wu has been' appointed
Wu received Ph.D. and M.s.
assistant professor of degrees i n mechanical
engineering mechanics and engineering from th e
senior research investigator University of C alifornia,
in the Rock Mechanics' an'd ' Berkeley, and a B.S. degree
. Explosives Reseai-c1i Center. from the National Taiwan
Wu has been' a teacher arid University.
articles and reports.
Yen's areas of spe~i a l
interest are experimental
stress an'a lysis, finite element
methods . in structu r al
mechanics and vibrations
and dynamics.
'

Hot

ews Tips Wanted

If you know of any news';'orthy event, person, or situation,

us know at this illustrious newspaper. Drop a brief description
along with your name and how to contact you in the Miner box
floor of the Rolla
';;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;• •;;• •

;:;;:.::;i'

Christopher Jewelers
Diamonds and Watches
903 Pine Rolla, MO 364-2264

BB/BS provides adult time

rnc
&

By PAUL McLAUGHLIN
Big Brothers/ Big Sisters of
Rolla is an organization that
attempts to provide children
in single-parent homes with

~~~~~thd~~

. not be available from a
mother or father alone.
According to Jean P . Daane,
case worker for BBIBS of
Rolla there are about 40
chil&en in the area enrolled
for BB/ BS' 19 of them have
been matched.
Campus interest in the
program has increased a little
recently through 'the M·Club.
Bob Sauer a member
suggested th~t they becom~
more involved in the
community and the schooL
He suggested in particular
that they work with BB/ BS.
Dave Millman another
member volunt~ered and
became ~ Big Brother. After
meeting with his little brother
for the first time, Dave
commented "He's easy to
talk to." '
Den and Jim Koslowski
and their roommate together
are ' matched with three
brotbers.
Other students have been
involved for multiple years.
Gary White, for example, has
just started with his second
little brother, says Mrs .
Daane.
Mrs. Daane says that about
half of the volunteers are
students. There is, however,
no upper age limit. Volun·
teers must be at least 18 years
old
high
schooL
Theyand
mayout
be of
men
or women.

Millman, in an effort to
clear up some confusion he
has already seen, adds that
volunteers do not have to be
members of M·Club. He

women . Mrs. Da ane says one volunteer as a big brot her or
boy told her, " Mom likes me sister should call her at 341·
to play catch with her-but . 2600. An alternative might be
she's not very good."
to call an involved student.
Mrs. Daane states that Bob Sauer might be called at
~ill~~~"IW~th~r~a~ri~y~o~n~e~~w~h~o~~w:a~n~t~s~t~O_!OO~~~1~O!~~.~_ _ _ _ _ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
other service fraternities
should make some attempt to
help."
The children themselves
come from all kinds of homes,
according to Mrs. Daanerich and poor, professional
and non·professional.
As was stated. earlie~, there
are about 40 children m Mrs.
Daane's caseload. "And
that's without us trying to
find them ," she says .
"There's always a need, and
it's growing every day."
An impressive technological journey began ove r
The goal of BBlBs is stated
Or contact Hughes Corporate College Relations,
three decades ago at Hughes Aircraft Company.
Dept. NC, Bldg. C2/ B178, P.O. Box 1042,
in their brochure: "The goal
Today.
with
more
than
90
dive
rse
technologies
of each big brother/ big sister
EI Segundo, CA 90245.
ra nging from sub-micron electroni cs to large sca le
match is to produce positive
Hughes representatives will be on campus
systems , you 'lI find Hughes people forging new
changes in the child, in·
discoveries, new futures.
October 3
cluding an increased sense of
ISee your placement offi ce for an appointment. I
self·worth and the chance f~r
Become part of the Hughes tradition of
the child to develop to his or
technological firsts . if your degree is in:
Cr~a1ing a nt'w world ICJith t'Jt'C"ronies
her own fullest potential."
Electrical, Mechanical, Manufacturing
r--------- ----- ----,,
Mrs. Daane says, "The
I
or Industrial Engineering, Computer
term big brother or big sister
Science, Physics, Electronics Technology.
is very discriptive . They
IL _____ ___ _ _ _ ______ _ J I
aren't trying to be substitute
Requirements may vary. Check with your
H UG H ES A IR C R A F T CO MPANY
pl acement offi ce about Hughes' company,wide
parents."
opportunities at anyone of 12 Southern Ca lifornia
The big brother or sister
Equal Opportu nity Employe r
locations
and
Tucson
,
Arizona
.
spen~ two to ~our .hours. a
Proof of U.S. Citizenship Required
week Just spending time WIth
his little sibling. They may
play catch or go to a game.
"Sometimes," says Mrs.
Daane, "they just need a male
figure in their life." With
many of these children, there
would be no other adult
males.
Their mother,
den mother,
etc. teacher,
are all L...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...:.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...J
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It happens with at least one
class every semester. Just as
soon as you've acquired a
book for the course, you discover that a different book, A
NEW BOOK, is required. If
you ' re like me , you've
wondered where all these
books are coming from.
What's the matter with the
old books , the ones that only
cost $25 used or that can be
borrowed at the cost of a sixpack? Don't the people
responsible know the average
student is on a tight budget?
I decided to try and find out
just where all the new books
were coming from . I figured
that most textbooks were
written by college professors.
I talked with some students
and instructors to get names
of a few UMR professors who

ha ve written or are in the
process of writing a book.
For the most part, I was
curious to know why a
professor would want to
attempt to write a book in
addition to all the work they
have anyway. -I talked with
Dr. Gary Bertrand of the
Chemistry Department and
Drs. Ron Kohser and Donald
Askeland of the Metallurgical Engineering Department_
All three have been approached by publishers to write a
book, and are currently in
various stages of the process.
According to Dr. Bertrand,
''There are three reasons why
someone writes a bookthere's money, prestige, and
personal satisfaction."
Personal satisfacction was
the predominant factor with
all three professors . Dr.
Bertrand added that he would
like to use his own chemistry

book in class because he is not write a book, I realized that as
completely satisfied with any : students we are lucky there
one book now available.
aren't more NEW BOOKS to
Dr. Kohser con~iders worry about.
himself rather lucky to have
Dr. Bertrand stated that
been asked to co-author a new one problem with writing a
edition of the current best- book is the audience to which
seller in the field of the book is directed. "Some
metallurgy. He said the older complain about having too
edition has at times caused much of one topic in the book,
confusion because it contains while others complain about
older data that contradicts leaving items out," he said.
some newer data. He said he
Time is the major problem
had felt the need to make the
publishers aware of the with the writing process. Dr_
Askeland
said that for him
discrepancies and ended up
being co-author of the new the summers were the most
time consuming . Last
book.
Dr. Askeland is currently summer, from the time school
working on an introductory let out in May until Labor
metallurgy book. He has Day, he spent eighteen hours
complete sets of notes that he a day, every day, working on
uses for books in two of his his book.
classes and is expanding on
Dr. Kohser also stated that
these for his book.
"The time involved is
When I asked if there were immense." The new edition of
any problems with trying to the book he is co-authoring is

in the latter stages and is
near completion. According
to Kohser, the actual writing
is not what takes the most
time. The procedure is fairly
complicated.
First of all, a handwritten
or typed manuscript is sent to
the publisher. They look it
over and send it back to the
author with corrections and
revisions in grammar,
punctuation, etc. When the
publisher and author agree
on the corrections, an edited
copy is printed. First the
publisher and then the author
review this copy and any
noted additional mistakes are
corrected. The next step is the
galley proof. The pages
appear as they will in print_
The galley proof contains
only the text. Pictures and
illustrations are not included.
The galley proof is the last
chanCE: to make any

corrections in the text. Next
come the page proofs. Here
the pictures and illustrations
are included and corrected if
need be. The final step before
marketing is the printing and
binding of the book.
The time involved in the reviewing and mailing back
and forth of copies is not all
the story. For each picture or
illustration borrowed from
other text, a letter from the
author asking permission to
use it must be written and a
letter of written consent must
be received by the author
prior to the making of the
page proofs.
Knowing what all goes into
the creation of a new
textbook, I have to appreciate
the work in volved and respect
the author(s) who write it.
Concerning the prices the
student pays, however, I'll
keep my comments to myself.

SUB wants you!
The Student Union
Organization provides entertainment for everyone at
UMR. Whether your interests
lie in a live drama or a
popular movie, playing in a
card tournament or floating a
river, country music or rockn-roll ; the Student Union
Organization works together
to bri ng a variety of
recreation to you, while
having a lot of fun doing it!
The Student Union Board
(better known as SUB) consists of three officers and
seven committee directors
wh ich meet twice a month.
Each director intern meets
with his or her committee at
arr anged times throughout
the month.
SUB wants you to become a
part of your Student Union

Organization. All committees
are taking applications now.
Any UMR student who
wishes may apply. Stop by
the SUB office, 217 University Center-West. September
9, SUB will be having a
Smoker. Come and see what
SUB is all about.
SUB COMMITIEES
FINE ARTS-The Fine
Arts Committee is directed by
Karl Ruhmann. The Fine
Arts Committee programming brings in a variety of
performers. Dramas, classical music, lectures, and dance
troops are a few ofthe various
performances.
SOCIAL-The Social
Committee is directed by Jeff
Jones. The Social Committee
orga nizes such events as
coffeeh ouses, dances, and

variety entertainment.
CONCERTS-The Concert
Committee is directed by Dan
N aunheim. The Concert
Committee programs miniconcerts as well as major concerts for Homecoming and St.
Pat's.

INDOOR RECREATION- The Indoor Recreation is directed by Rick
Maness. The Indoor Recreation Committee schedules
movies, films , tournaments,
and SUB recreational games.

OUTDOOR RECREA TION-The Outdoor Recreation Committee is directed by
Mark Stuntzner. The Outdoor
Re crea tion Committee
oversees the operation of the
equipment rental facility, OnThe -Loos e . They also
program float trips, camp-

St. Pat's facts
~

liltS

weeKend begins St.

Pat ' s 1983, where the
mem bers of the St. Pat's
Board will show that even the
75th ca n be topped. The
action begins 8:00 tonight at
Andy's Bar: The First
Annual Septemberfest
Psych-up. So everyone come
out tonight and show the
Board that you've psyched
for the best Septem berfest
and St. Pat's ever. Tomorrow,
from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. at Lions
Club Park, theSt. Pat's Board
presents Septemberfest,
featuring the band Paris,
visits from local distributors
and other attractions. So, if
you haven't gotten your
button yet, hurry to the
hockey puck and buy one.
They 're only $2.50 (they will
be $3 at the door), and is your
ticket to the best party this
semester, as only the Board
can do it. This year, it will be
easi.er than ever to get there,

because, starting at 12:45
p.m. , there will be buses
leaving from Frat Row, the
Comp Sci. Silver Int, and the
east end of the Multipurpose
Building (same as for the
Extravaganza). Also, the
same as for the Extravaganza, there will be a lot of
State Troopers around, and

the Board will charge for
parking ($3_00). So be smart,
avoid the traffic jams and
take the bus.
The Board is taking ideas
for bumper sticker slogans, so
anyone with a witty mind
should see his local Board
Representative.
-182 Days - Get Psyched-

outs, ski trips, parachuting,
and other outdoor activities
of interest.

SPECIAL EVENTS-The
Special Events Committee is
directed by David Hattori.
The Special Events Committee schedules and organizes
Homecoming, SUB Recogni'lion Banquet, Casino Night,
Trivia Bowl, fashion shows,
charity drives and workshops. The Special Events
Committee shall also serve as
hosts and hostesses for
University Special occasions;
Parent's Day, University
Day, National Merit Scholar- I
ship Day and other events
upon request.
PUBLICITY-The Publicity Committee is directed by
Gary Luebbert. The Publicity
Committee is in charge of promotion , publicity, and related
support work for the Student
Union Board as a whole and
for each separate committee.
Of course there are the
officers who keep everything
running smoothly: John
Geerling, President; Tom
Werner, Vice President, and
Sandy Nugent, Secretary, '
who are the 1983-84 officers.

fh
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THE

College
Graduates

Get your career off to a flying
start! Attend Air Force Officer
Training School, earn a commission and begin a rewarding
career. The Air Force offers you
good pay, complete medical
care and much more. AIM HIGH_
Contact

UE

w.., 01 lilo.

OPEN

RUfl~" I(f ' Monday-Saturday

E
9:00 to 6:00
Rf3
'1II
Excellent Haircuts

-- COUPON--

I

OPEN MON.-SAT. 9-5
1720 N . BISHOP
ACROSS FROM THE
THOMAS JEFFERSON RESIDENCE HAll

J

A vea!

& Soft Natural Perms

364
-6416 / ~"''''''''
~----_+~R~OI~I'~S~'------------~ II1II

I

I $2.00 off
I
I
with 1.D.
I
I Any Service I

____

1Expires 9-25-83 l
_· COU PON-rHt" 1\ IT'
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.Be an abstract thinker

By MIKE STRODER

concept that drove the early
CIA materials researchers
Abstract thought is mad before the idea was
perhaps one of the most scuttled.
important aspects of
However, the CIA is
engineering school. (It rank~ making progress in other
right up there with concrete similar areas. They say that
thought in my book!) For breakthroughs are near in
example, it is an absolute two areas. The first is a spray
necessity for classes that deal that dramatically increases
with things on a molecular the hydrogen bonding
level. Well, one could between t\i.e victim and
probably memorize innumer- whatever he touches,
able equations and flog these rendering him immobile.
problems to death with "brute
math", but it is much handier
to have an intuitive feel for
what's going on. This feel
allows you to dismiss these
problems with elegant handwaving mumbo-jumbo.
Granted, there may be a poor
soul sealed off in a dingy
basement somewhere laboring twenty years to work out
the possible relevance and
exact meaning of your ideas,
but these pathetic people
seldom see the light of day
and are so lost in abstract
thought that they are baffled
by the mechanism of a coinoperated washing machine.
Once this is established, their
objections may be dismissed
with the same hand-waving,
and most people, incapable of
comprehending this, will
support your view that
dismissing it shows greater
common sense. Meanwhile,
you have dismissed twenty
years of this poor creature's
life, and he will trudge on
back to his basement to
commence the next twenty
years work.
The above paragraph
illustrates two things. First,
a bstract thinking is like
alcohoL It is pleasurable in
moderation, but too much
causes brain damage.
Second, -it points out that
abstract thinkers like myself,
tend to stray from the.point at
hand, since this article is
sUj)posed to teach one how to
be an abstract thinker.
Thinking in tlie aforementioned manner is not
limited to mathematicians,
physicists, and philosophers.
Even government agencies
tend to contemplate the
abstract (and even the
absurd). Government economists are some of the worst
offenders, although there
may be reason to question the
connection of the words

(The problem-they can't get
it out of the can.) The second
is the generation of an
oddball electromagnetic field
that makes all the oxygen
molecules in a room jump to
one side, suffocating the
victim . What can we conclude
from these abuses of abstract
thought? One thing for sureI have strayed from the point
again.
So you want to know HOW
to think in the abstract? You

must, if you've waded this far
through the bilge. You are not
alone in your quest. Many
famous men have tried to
unlock the secret. Napoleon's
famous pose with hand in
vest was not, contrary to
popular belief, done for the
sole purpose of holding up his
pants. He was searching for
the "key to abstract thought",
which he thought to be
located in the navel. (he may
have been right-that's a

pretty unique concept!) found in the North Carolina
Descartes, in an attempt to backwoods.
enter the proper frame of
Ok, ok. I know. I've avoided
mind for mathematical and
philosophical work, was said the question again. Well, here
to have beaten his head it is. You want to learn to be
against a tree repeatedly. an abstract thinker, you say?
(The saqle is rumored of Sorry, it can't be taught. It is
Newton, LaGrange, Edison , an innate entity that some of
Kirchoff, Casey Stengel, and us are blessed and/ or cursed
Alice Cooper.) Orville and with. Then why did you write
Wilbur Wright came up with the article, you say? Well, it
the idea of man in flight after seemed like a good , abstract
consuming some mushrooms idea at the time.. ..

'economy', 'government', and

'thought'. Even the CIA
implements abstract ideas,
usually in the development of
sneaky new weapons. For
example, an early CIA paper
talked of the possibilities of a
'momentum spray'. The idea
was to develop a spray that,
when used on a victim,
caused him to develop
tremendous momentum and
hurtle into the walls,
eventually beating himself to
death. The early efforts failed
to produce the desired
weapon, but did result in
many deodorants, shaving
creams, oven cleaners, and
insect repellents. (Your first
test in abstract thoughtvisualize how silly this
testing must have looked.)
The idea was finally
abandoned when they con·
cluded that the only way to
impart the desired momentum would be to have a spray
of reinforced steel droplets, a

IDE THE RED
Now available at a special price
at participating retailers.
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Are you

a····"Rolla syndrome" sufferer?

By
DARREN HAVERSTUK
Once again, as the fall
semester setties in on us like a
mist of agent orange, we go
about the daily task of coping
with Rolla. As the semester
wears on , many of us will be
unable to stand the strain
and will eventually fold
under the pressure ofthe wellknown "Rolla Syndrome."
These students will drop
out, go ,home, and probably
get a blue collar job paying
fifteen bucks an hour .
Meanwhile, the "survivors"
continue their never-ceasing
battle against the Sodom of
Missouri.
Below is a psychograph
designed to see if you have
what it takes to succeed
against all offds, in the
Armpit of the West. This test
was the result of numerous,
lengthy studies done on
laboratory animals at Yale.
Answer the questions as
truthfully as you want to.
Score your answers as
indicated at the end of the
questionnaire.
1. Why did you choose to

attend UMR?
a. I wanted to be an
engineer and devote
my life to calculus,
calculators, and being
a nerd.
b. My parents made me.
c. I got in by mistake. I'm
a liberal arts major.
d. I like abuse.
2. When faced with stress,

which best describes the
way you would act?
a. I'd cope with it for as
long as I could (10
seconds?), then contemplate painless
methods of suicide.
b. I'd go to 209 and consume mass quantities
of alcohol in order to
strengthen my grasp
on reality.
c. I'd put on some Air
Supply, mellow out,
a nd try to generate
some good karma.
d. I'd act very stimulated
because I enjoy stress
and a buse in general.
3. Hy pothetical case: You
walk into a UMR classroom and your instructor
is from a foreign country
with only mediocre s kills
in the English language.
What would you do?
a. I'd t ry to s wit c h
sections. The class is
h a rd en ough without
being taught in another langu age.
b. I'd get used to it. Most
of my oth er instructors
are foreigners too.
c. I'd ask th e tea ch er
questions that require
lengthy expl a n a tions
in hopes he would die of
exasperation .
4. When accosted by peddl ers wearin g assorted
j ac k ets a nd a pp a r e l ,
would you
a . Buy t h eir war es in
hopes they will never
bother you a gain?
b. Tell t hem to get lost
a nd run the risk of
being brutally beaten
with a beer mug?
c. Consent to bu y certain
items, t hen h aggle over

the price until they tell
you to get lost?
d. Tr y t o se ll t h e m
something in ret urn?
5. Another hypothetical

case: Suppose you attended a college where the
male to female ratio is
very high . How would you
react?
a. I'd st a rt drinking
heavily .
b. It wouldn't bother me.
A four-year education

is more important than
a social life.
c. I'd love it. I'm a female.
d. I'd love it. I'm gay.
6. When you attend a party,
what do you like to see
happening?
a. I like a more conservative atmosphere. I like
a party where soft
music is playing in the
background and people
are discussing current
political events while
cocktails are being

served.
b. I like an atmosphere of
inner peace. I prefer
parties where everybody is on mindaltering drugs and the
vibes are flowing pure
from everyone_
c. I like radical parties.
The kind where there's
an inch of beer on the
floor, people are
vomiting in the backyard, and the music is
deafening.

d. What are math and
d. I don't attend parties. I
stay home and study.
science?
7. Which best describes your 8. When someone mentions
the word "engineer", what
feeling on math and
comes to your mind?
science?
a. A man who drives a
a. I really love math and
science. They are my
train.
b. A prestigious job that
life!
requires intense trainb. I'm not crazy about
ing - and a lot of
them but I can get a
good job if I know how
to use them.
see Rolla
c. They are cosmic. Some. times I get so inspired, I
7
do calculus for hours.
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E-Systel11s continues
the tradition of
the Vlorld's great p_
roblem solvers.
Even given the benefit of
historical perspective, it is difficult to fully comprehend the
enormous contributions to man's
knowledge made by Sir Isaac
Newton. His Philosopiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica is
termed by many authorities to be
one of the most important single
works in the history of modern
science. His studies of light are
the foundation of physical optics
and his laws of motion provided
a quantitative description of all
principal phenomena in our solar
system.
Today, scientists and engineers at E-Systenis employ
Newtonian principles to develop
products and systems for satellite communications, exploring

space and the development of solar energy, systems which are the
first-of-a-kind.
E-Systems engineers are
recognized worldwide for their
ability to solve problems in the
areas of antennas, communications, data acquisition, processing,
storage and retrieval systems and
other systems applications for intelligence and'reconnaissance.
For a reprint of the Newton
illustration and information on career opportunities with E-Systems
in Texas, Florida, Indiana, Utah

and Virginia, write : Dr. Lloyd K.
,Lauderdale, Vice President
Research and Engineering,
.E-Systems, Inc., Corporate
Headquarters, PO. Box 226030, '
Dallas, Texas 75266.

An eQual opponunlty employer M F H V

Sir Isaac Newton
1642-1727
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SCORING:
COn"e8pon .
l. a(3) b(2)
2. a(1) h(4)
3. a(2) b(3)
4. a(!) b(4)
5. a(4) b(2)

Our Eel Division will be on campus interviewing September 26, 1983

6. a(2) h(3)
7. a(3) h(4)
8. a(2) h(3)

(25.31) You a
can go t
llIlacathed ~
come back I(

Fortunately,
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Brand to perform

Dath and

Source: OPI
Oscar Brand, folksinger,
will present the first of six
Universit y of Missouri-Rolla
Campus Performi ng Arts
Series concerts for the 1983-84
season at 8:00 p.m., Tuesday,
Septembe r 20, at the Ceda~'
Street Center, 7th and Cedar
Streeta.
A native of Winnipeg ,
Canada, Brand is a graduate
of Brooklyn College and continues to reside in New York.
Followin g World War II he
became coordina tor of folk
music for New York City's
Municipa l Station where he
has been presentin g what is
now the oldest continuou s

lla
7

Free tickets
Source: OPI
The Fine Arts Committe e of
the Student Union Board has
purchase d 100 ticketa for folksinger Oscar Brand's concert
tobegive n away to students.
The concert will take place
at 8:00 p.m. , Tuesday ,
Septembe r 20, at the Cedar

Street Center, Seventh and
Cedar Streeta.
Ticketa can be obtained by
presentin g a valid ID in
Room 217, Universit y CenterWest. Tickets will be
distribute d on a first come,
first served basis. Students
will also have to show their
ID on the day of the concert.

radio show in history, the
award -winning "Folkson g
Festival."
His name is to be found
among the credita of 75
documen tary films , such as
Gulfs "Invisibl e Journey,"
Ford's "Highwa y By the
Sea," Bell's "Ballad To the
Fair," and many others for
which he has won numerou s
awards . He has also collected
awards for many of his
hundreds of television shows.
He has scripted and scored
ballets for Agnes De Mille
and John Butler; written
commerc ials for Rival, Log
Cabin , Maxwell House,
Oldsmo bile; and was

responsib le for the songs in
the film, "The Fox." He has
done the music for several
other films and the lyrics and
music for the Broadwa y
shows , "A Joyful Noise" with
John Raitt, and "The
Educatio n of H'Y'M'A 'N
K' A'P'L*A *N" with Hal
Linden and Tom Bosley. He
also wrote a nd scored the
Kennedy Center's Biceritennial musical, "Sing America
.
Sing."
Brand is the Curator of the
Songwrit ers Hall of Fame
Museum at Times Square,
author of 10 best-selli ng
books and manuals of music,
has rec:nrnP.fi ~n T ,Po

lIfY'lH ......

songs for Doris Day, Ella
Fitzgeral d, Harry Belafonte ,
the Smothers Brothers, and
the Mormon Ta bernacle
Choir.
Season tickets for the UMR
Campus Performi ng Arts
Series concerts are $25 for
students and retirees and $30
for the general public. Adult
single performa nce ticketa
a re $6 per event and
studen t/ retire e single
performa nce tickets are $5
per event. They may be
obtained at the Cedar Street
Center from 8:00 a.m. to noon
and 12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
• __ _ _ 1 • •1 .

LACVJ-ORD

MI:E'i

BR"i ANR~ CAMPUS REP.
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Groundwaves
By ,JOHN GOLTER MAN
The KMNR staff sends out
their thanks' to D. L. Bogart
for arrangin g the first of
what will be a monthly series
of weekend late night motion
pictures at the Ritz Theater;
to Mark Etherton, Marshall
Rice, and the KMNR
enginee ring crew for
deliverin g not only the
remote broadcas t from the
theater, but also the five
hundred watt audio arrangement inside the theater; and,
most of all, to the folks who
attended on one or possibly
both of the nighta tl:1at The
Wall, by Pink Floyd, was
sho\Yn. If, by chance, you
missed the movie or you saw
it and are wonderin g about
the next KMNR weekend late
night flick, on October 7 and
8, the animated movie Heavy
Metal will be appearing .
When you think of the song

names Permane nt Waves,
You Really Got Me, Lola, etc.,
you're thinking of the band
The Kinks. If that thought
interesta you, or leaves you
wonderin g who The Kinks
are, then satisfy your
interest, or wonder no more.
On October 19 at 7:00 to 9:00
p.m., Jenny Stockey will be
presentin g The Kinks on the
Monday Night Artist Feature
Show. Speaking of KMNR's
programm ing, the schedule
of the station's weekly shows
should be available this week
free of charge at the
Universi ty Center East's
candy counter.
Finally, as a reminder , the
Town and Campus Calendar ,
aired every weekday at 10:00
a.m., depends upon the
organizer s of the campus
activities for the informati on
to be aired, so please drop that
info by the radio station.

s~~rO~,i,~,':! F.~f: :~

c. A person who makes a
lot of money.
d. None' of the above. I
don't understa nd the
Question.
SCORING: Add up pointa
correspon ding to answers.
1. a(3) b(2) c(l) d(4)
2. a(l) b(4) c(2) d(3)
3. a(2) b(3) c(1)
4. a(l) b(4) c(2) d(3)
5. a(4) b(2) c(3) d(1)
6. a(2) b(3) c( 4) d(1)
7. a(3) b(4) c(2) d(l)
8. a(2) b(3) c( 4) d(1)
(25-31) You are the type that
can go through UMR
unscathe d and be ready to
come back for your masters.
Fortunate ly, you are smart

back. You're tough, but you're
not stupid.

(17-24) You'll probably make
it through, but it won't be
easy. You'll have to study
hard, take Stresstab s, and
hope you can bribe some of
your professors. After it's all
over, you'll look back on your
hard years at Rolla and ask
yourself "Why did I do that?"
(8-16) There is little, if any,
possibil ity of you ever
succeedin g at Rolla Fact it,
you just weren't cut out for the
brutal existence at UMR. I
suggest a liberal arts major at
SMSU or MIT (Meramac-InTown).

on BloC\(TO
ampus. He's Bry ou've
dent Rep right on ~ind of social even1 y
hOW much you'll
YOU've got a c~~~~~)(pert for whatever
yOU
tell
can
He
s
.
and he's. your
r
dvice.call
oWs hIS coo .
ot brewln .
success.
it. Coors on ice,
g Bryo
:e~1 help make the I
nee~~a~efore

ndr~~!\~~eNe
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* Classifieds * * Classifieds *
HELP WANTED: Enthusiastic campus rep. to sell ski trips to
Midwest and Colorado. Earn FREE TRIPS and commiBsions. Sun &Ski
Adventures: 1·800-621-4031.

Dr. Schnee,
We hereby publicly embarrass you by requesting that you not forgetto
tum off the shower before you exit.
The Wetheads

WANTED: I am interested in s haring a ride to St. LouiB area this '
weekend (Friday, the 16th) and the following weekend (Friday, the
23rd). I can leave as early as12 noon and I'll help pay for gas. Call Sue in Bryan 8.,
f
207 at 364-9904.
Congratulations on your initiation into the Theta Eta Chapter 0
Sigma Chi Fraternity.
BOXERS NEEDED: Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity iB looking for
Your Little Sister,
boxers for their "Night at the Fighta" to be held October 7. These fighta
TeresaD.
are 3·round amateur bouts, 80 no experience is necessary. Prizes
awarded to all participanta. Practices are held every Tuesday and
HELP WANTED: The Minerislooking for inv .. tigative news writers.
Thursday, 7·9 p.m. in the Intramural Wrestling Room of the Apply e:Jnday nighta at 303 Rolla Building.
Multipurpose Building. For more information, call 364-9901.
FOR SALE: Adapter for Chevy Straight 6-cyL l·bbL manifold to take
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS: Interested in playing Varsity Golf a 2·bbL carbo Specially made. Bought at $30, sell at$20. lfinterested, call
for UMR? There will be a meeting Monday, September 19at 3:30p.m. We 364·9906. Ask for Rob in Room 753.
will meet at the UMR Golf Course in the Pro Shop.
ATTENTION STUDENTS: GD! is having a party on Saturday,
NEED HELP? Need to improve your public speaking techniqu ..?
September 17 at Lions Club Park. The party will last from 3 p.m .·l a.m.
Would you like to know how to prepare or give a speech for cla.... or
Everyone is welcome to come on out and enjoy the festivities .
interv iews? Co me and participate in the ForenSIc Club·
Refreshmenta will be free for members of GDL
TOASTMASTERS. We meet every Thursday at 4:30 p.m., Room 0-9,
Humanities an d Social Science Building. You'll enjoy it!
HELP NEEDED: If you are interested in old cars and would like to be
a judge at the Ozark Extravaganza Car Show September 17, call or see
ATTENTION STUDENTS: Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity is having Prof. Swancutt, 203 Mining, 4639.
ita 5th a nnual " Night at the Fighta" on Friday, October 7 at 8 p.m. at
Pennant Hall (behind the Manor Inn). Ticketa are only $3.00 and all
RECORD SALE: Latest releases, all guaranteed in new condition.
proceeds go to charity, 80 come see boxing at its finest for a good cause. Lota of rock. Some funk, new wave, classical.and jazz. Lota to chooee
UM R studenta-this is a good way to entertain m om and dad on from. I have just about anything you want even 45's. Call between noon·
Parent's Weekend. That's Lambda Chi Alpha's "Night at the Fighta", 4 p.m., Mon.·Fri., 364·3374. All albums and tapes $6.00 and under.
Friday, October 7. Ticketa available at Key Sporta Shop or at the door.
FOR SALE: Used sofa·bed, green and gold stripped cover. Clean
mattress. $150.00. Call after 1 p.m. or weekends, 341·2576.

ATTENTION! Karl Allen Gre .., we found your driver's license at
AEil Friday night. Call Greg Fields at AEIl, 364·7176.

To Muffy, Binky , Wacky and Pokie,
. .
Eating out the other night was truly remarkable. Thanks for brmgmg
it over to the table. You know what they say ' 'The best things in life are
free". You have spread some sunshine on one of our biggest moments.
Forever in debt,
Guatamala
P .S. The orphans are getting hungry!!
Dearest AdminiBtration,
\
It deeply hurts that you persiBt in building Stonehenge after my
inspiring letter last semester. It has now come to my attention that there
is a neW geological discovery, "The J .. Zink Hole", within which The
Leaning Tower of T.J. is built. What were the contractors referencesThe Hyatt Regency and the Civil Engineering Bldg.?
.
Waiting with Baited Breath,
T. Parlor
P.S. Ticketa soon available on a slow dorm to China, 341-4206.
WOR:D OF THANKS: The Women's Soccer Team would like to thank
our anonymous fan club for their thoughtfulne... (We would also liketo
meet them.): Tracy 8., Tracy W., Eve, Gina, Jan, Janet S., Janet W.,
Cindy, Chris 8., Joan, Liaa F., Angie, Laura D., Val, Pauli, Chris,
Carolyn, Sandy, Liaa S., Kim, Susan, Laura 8., Janis, and Chris W.
WORD OF THANKS: The 'siBters of Chi Omega would like to thank
some great gals for bringing their bright smiles into our house-J anet,
Kim, Beth, Cathy, Kim, Margo, Gina, Erika, Beth, Susan, Diana, Cathy,
JoAnn, Monica, Natalie, Mary, Mary, and Christiane. You're super and
we love yam
CONGRATULATIONS: The siBters of Chi Omega wiBh to
congratulate the men of Sigma Chi on receiving their charter.
WORD OF THANKS: The Sorora of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority:
Inc., Xi Delta Chapter would like to thank all who attended our 3rd
Annual Back·to-School Skating Party, Thursday, September L

FOR RENT: Available October 2. Two·bedroom mobile home, •
furnished, carpeted, central air, skirted. No peta. Deposita, in
maintained park. Call after I p.m. or weekends, 341·2576.
FOR SALE: Refriger ator for sale. New, runs perfect. Make an offer!
341·3511.
ROOMMATE NEEDED: Two·bedroom house, five minute walk from
campus. large yard, full basement, completely furnished except for
vacant bedroom. including washer and dryer. If you like your privacy
and independence, this is for you! Call 364·0890.
RESIDENTS OFTJ's SOUTH TOWER: Unite against the tyrannical
rule of the Northern Tower. OUT only course of action is secession from
TJHA. Contact Jefferson Davis (provisional president of the
Confederate Floo rs of the South Tower) for more information. (For your
information, all members of TJHA's Exec. Board are residents of the
N orihern Tower.)
QUOTE: Rea l women do not rush fraternities as little sisters.
FOR SALE: Double bed with mattress and springs , $75; Norge
refrigerator in good condition, $75; window glass of assorted sizes. Call
Sally or Bob. 364·6751.
FOR SALE: 1973 VW 412 wagon. Automatic, rear defogger, AMlFM
B-track stereo, 30 mpg. Loo ks great an d runs good. Only $950. Call 364·
7438 after 5 p.m.
Werny·Baby,
I hope yo u are getting your homework done, because as of tomorrow,
you won't have time, even to rest, until Sunday.
.
Love, '.-. ;I-"r - i>-d-y
Mike,
Thanks for brightening up my life as well

BS

my s ummer.
Your Sunshine

Reps welcome
Do yo u want to get
involved? Every year Student
Council welcomes unaffili·
ated representatives. If you
don't presently belong to a
campus organ ization and
know of an unrepresented

group of students who need a
voice at UMR. consi der
yourself qualified.
Check at the Student
Council Office, 202 Univer·
sity Center· West, for more
information.

StuCo funds
. The UMR Student Council
is accepting applications for
fa ll appropriations to
qualified campus organiza·
tions. Funding will be
avai lable for organizations
and non·varsity sports
recogn ized by the university,
while those clubs having
a lready received stunent
activity money need not
apply.

Applications are available
at the Student Council Office,
202 University Center·West.
Completed forms are to be
returned during regular office
hours on or before September
30, 1983. Any application
after this date will not be
accepted. A self·explanatory
information sheet accompa·
nies the req uest form. For
further information , call
Matt O'Keefe at 364·9792.

EIGHT
FO
Engineering
Air Force

983

.......
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fUR fORCE TECHr.iOlO(jy

Developing and managing Air Force
engineering projects could be the most important,
exciting challenge of your life. The projects extend
to virtually every engineering frontier. The
following is just a brief highlight of these
opportunities and how you
can be a part or it.

OPPORTUNITIES IN THE NEW
USAF SPACE COMMAND

EIGHT CAREER FIELDS
FOR ENGINEERS
Eng ineering opportunities in the
Air For ce inc lude these e i ght
career area s: AERONAUTICAL,
AEROSPACE, ARCHITECTURAL,
ASTRONAUTICAL, CIVIL, ELE~TRICAL,
MECHAN ICAL AND NUCLEAR. Hundreds
of diverse specialities are inc lud e d
in a wide variety of work settings.
For example, an ele ctrical engine e r
may work in aircraft design, space
systems, power production, communications
or research. A mechanical enginee r
might be involved in air~raft struc ture
design, space vehicle launch pad
construction, or research.

FRES HHEN AND SOPHOMORES
The Four-Year PJ"ogram is t h e
hes t op t ion fo r schol a rship s ,
f l ying opportunities, and
unlimi ted s c i e nce, engineerin g
and technic a l quotas .

Recently ,- the Air Force formed a new
SPACE COMMAND. Its role is to pull
toge ther space operations and r e sea r ch
a nd development efforts, fo cusing on
l he unique technolog ical needs of
s pace s y stems . Th~s can be your
opportunit y to j o in the team tha t
deve lops sup e rior space s ys tems as
th e Air Forc e moves into the
twent y-first· century .

PROJECT RESPONSIBILITY COMES
EARL Y IN THE AIR FORCE
Most Air Force engineers have complete project
responsibility early in their careers. For
example, a first lieutenant directed work on
a new airborne electronic system to pinpoint
radiating targets. Another engineer tested
the jet engines for advanced tanker a nd cargo
aircraft ..

-

THE SOONER YOU MAKE
THE DECISION TO LOOK
INTO THESE
OPPORTUNITlES--THE
MORE DIVERSE
YOUR CH OICE

TRANSFER, CO- OP , GRAD STUDENTS OR
STlIDI\NTS UNABLE TO ENROLL I N TH E
("O UR- YEAR PROGRAH
The Two- Year Pr og r am i s specia ll y
t a ilored t o comp l ete all academic
a nd officer development req ui rements .
S(\ ,ORS AND GRAD STUDENTS
fhe Ai r Force Col l ege Senior
I · ~ g inee r ing Pr ogr am (CSEP) is
vpe n t o students i n SELECTED
ENC LNEERING DI SCIPL I NES.
\.(' LLEGE GRADUATES
The Air Force Office r Tra i n i ng
Sc ho ol (OTS) is avai l able t o
ca ndida t es mee ting selected
Air Fo r ce needs.
So you see, t he r e a r e options
ava ila ble t o yo u -- t he UMR s t uden t !
We ca n b et t e r explain th ese pr ogram s
in per son . We will be a t t he
llp i, e rs i t y Cent e r Eas t on the 16 t h
of Sep t embe r . Come prepare d with
you r questions --we will try t o
ans\"e r t hem.
THE OPPORTUNIT I ES ARE THERE-it' s up t o yo u t o seek th em!
AIR FORCE ROTC - 314-4 925 or 4932
AI R FORCE RECRUITERS - 364-436 4 or 436 7

Q
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Lady Miners battle for tie
By TRACY BOLAND
I don ' t think up the
headlines for articles that I
write for the paper, but I
suspect the headline for this
article will be something like
"Lady Miners Tie Meramac
in Exhibition." Fans, that
doesn 't even begin to describe
the excitement of the
women's first soccer match
this year.
Last Saturday at 1:00 p.m.,
the Miners took on the
Meramac Warriors in a preseason exhibition match at

Men's soccer

the Assumption Church field
in St. Louis. The final score of
the game was 1· 1. What
happened in the interluding
9O·minutes is enough to con·
vince anyone on campus that
the women's soccer team is a
force to be reckoned with in
the college soccer world.
The game started out a
little slowly , which was
understandable, as it was the
first time most of the women
had played together in a
competitive situation.
Forward Janet Stones led
the opening attack on

Meramac when her shot on
goal barely missed scoring. A
sho~t time after that, Stones
agam had the bailout in front
of the Meramac goal. When
the goalie came out to try and
take the ball away, Janet
managed to get the ball past
the goalie, and forward Angie
McEntire made a fleet· footed
diagonal run to take a strong
shot on goal. Fortunately for
Meramac, the ball hit the goal
post (where it is rumored to
have left a dent) and bounced
out·of·bounds.
The Miners first goal carne
when midfielder Susan

Kickers open strong
By CHRIS COLONA
. .
By wmnmg Sunday, the
UMR Men's Soccer team ran
its record to two wins and one
loss. After getting off to an
impressive 3-1 win over the
University of Tulsa , the
Miners lost to Benedictine
College and then beat
Washington University 2·1.
Opening up in Rolla
against Division I, Tulsa, the
Miners started out success·
fully. "Beating Tulsa felt
pretty good," reported Junior
Captain Bryan Dickerson ,
"especially knowing they
beat UMSL the night before."
Keith Van Der Steen scored
two of the goals while junior
Clay Merritt chipped in the

third.
After beating Tulsa, UMR over Washington Univer~ity.
had to be the favorite in their Up 2-0 at half and domma·
second game versus Benedic. ting play, the Miners looked
tine College. But according to as though they had things
Coach Paul McNally the under control. But in the
players came out "just as flat second half, the Bears closed
as can be," and ended up the gap to 2·1 and might have
losing the game 2.1. "Coming tted ~t .f not for the .goal.
off beating Tulsa, we forgot tendIng of Ben Birch.
about the importance of McNally felt the goaltender
Benedictine and with the turned In an excellent
really tough schedule we perf?rmance for the third
have we can't afford to over. stra.ght game. Goals were
look anybody, " is how scored by Van Der Steen and
Dickerson summed up the sophomore John True.
con test. He then added
So far, defense ~as been the
"Hopefully we' learned ou; Mmers strong pomt as Birch
lesson." '
. has allowed only four goals in
The team then came back the three games. Both
Sunday with a very strong
first half and hung on to win

see Soccer page 12

y-r-

Schrumm received the ball
from a corner kick and
smashed it past the Meramac
goalie. This was the shot that
opened the Rolla floodgates.
Ball after ball was fired on
Meramac, only to be carried
by the wind to the right or left
ofthe goal posts, or to fly over
them.
Also, much as it pains me to
admit it, the Meramac goalie
did make some excellent
saves.
The entire second half,
except for the Meramac goal
and one near·miS8 scare, was
dominated by Rolla. The
Miners really kept the
pressure on Meramac, outshooting the Warriors about
five to one.
The Warriors' goal came
with about 15-minutes left in
the match. A Meramac player
took a shot on Lisa Frumhoff,
the UMR goalie, who

managed to knock it down,
but couldn't get control of it.
While Frumhoff was momen·
tarily out of position,
Meramac put the ball in the
net to tie the game.
Though the Miners pelted
the opposition with shots on
goal, Meramac managed to
hold on for the rest of the
match. It should be noted that
this was an exhibition game
for the women, and does not
count on the final record.
Coach McNally's biggest
concerns are that some
players are in unfamiliar
positions, and that the team
hasn't quite managed to come
together as a unit. He
described the Meramac
match as a "good opportunity
to find out where we were,
what we are doing well, and
what we have to work on. The
game also showed that the
forwards have the capability

HA.R~·
ATHUTtC

904 Pine

to finish an attack on the
opposition. On a whole, the
defense played well, although
there are some tactical and
technical adjustments to be
made."
When asked about his
outlook for the Miners season
opener against Lindenwood
next week, McNally com·
mented, "The playing surface
at Lindenwood will probably
be our biggest problem. They
play on an Astroturf field
with a very high crown, and
the women only have
experience playing on a grass
field. This will be a definite
factor in the attack. Aside
from that, however, I am
confident that Lindenwood
will have to play exceptional
soccer in order to beat us."
Once again, the Lady
Miners' home opener will be
September 28, at 5:30 p.m.
against Maryville.
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BELL Gol

GOODS

341-2666

Iventory Reduction Sale
Sport Shirts by : Adidas, Russell, Your Advantage

200/0 off

150/0 off
200/0 off

N ike Canvas Tennis Shoes Lo & Hi - Tops
Ladies Adidas Tennis & Casual Outfits

We restring & regrip tennis and raquetball raquets (frames)

Computerized Monogramin Available

Students, facull
at the University
Rolla who purcha
Gold Book coupon
now eligible for
Osagian Canoe
away free Octo

The canoe, cu
display at Mello
donated by G
sponsors McDODE
and National ~
·Simply tear off II
front cover of yOUl
write your name,
telephone numb

STUDENT UNION
BOARD

--

NOW
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
WITH
SEVEN COMMITTEES
TO FIT
YOUR INTERESTS

The MiMOUri Miners are gearing up to do it again, and again, and again. •.

Special events • Outdoor recreation
Publicity • Concerts
Indoor recreation - Fine arts
Social

Alex Pizza Palace
122 W. 8th Street Rolla

NOW OPEN FOR LUNGH 11 A.M.-2 P.M.

-SANDWICHES -SALADS
-SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH
For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas
364-2669 or 364-9878

- -

-

Don't miss this opportunity
to get involved on
your campus!
•
•

..l

APPLY AT

U-CENTER WEST HM. 217

UMR Rugby h
and are proud to
game was this
Washington Uni
The schedule for
,Sal., SePI. 10-1
Sat., Sepl17-F
Sat..sun., Sept
Sat., Oct. I-SU
:Sal., Oct S-MiJ
SaI., Oct. 22_U
•Sal, Oct. 29-N
Sat., Nov. &--s
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x-c coasts to win
UMR, 26:52 (5th); Keith
Smith, UMR, 27:08 (6th); Joe
Henze, UMR, 27:18 (7th), and
Bob Sauer, UMR, 27:18 (8th).
This week, the destruction
Last week, September 2, the
continued. The Miners
Miner cross·country team
hostedSIU·E at the UMRgoIr traveled to Maryville to
course. The results? The compete in a 4·mile race
against Washington Univer·
Miners easily defeated SIU·
E, 17 to 46. Scoring is sity, Principia College, St.
compiled by adding the Louis University, Mo. Baptist
.places of each team's top five College, and the host team,
runners. So, the lower score Maryville. The Miners were
wins, with a perfect score untouchable, as they claimed
the first five places in the
being 15 points. The Miners
only allowed one SIU·E meet, along with six of the
next seven places, obtaining
runner to break into their top
a perfect score of 15 points.
live. The top Miner finishers
were Jim Bullard, Pete The only other team to be
even remotely close was
Lichtenwalner, and Dan
Washington University with
Marley, coming across the
line together for a first place 59 points.
Jim Bullard led the race
tie in 26:25. Rounding out the
next five finishers were with an outstanding perform·
Randy Cain, SIU·E, 26:35 ance, especially considering
(4th); Dan Lichtenwalner, the rough terrain of this
By
DAN LICHTENWALNER

course. His 20:55 was good for
first place. The remaining
UMR finishers are as follows:
Pete Lichtenwalner, 21:34
(2nd); Dan Lichtenwalner,
21:40 (3rd); Dan Marley, 21:46
(4th); Keith Smith, 21:51
(5th); Mark Stump, 22:16
(7th); Bob Sauer, 22:23 (8th);
Joe Henze, 22:23 (9th); Curt
Elmore, 22:27 (10th); Bruce

Berwick, 22:34 (11th); John
Borthwick, 22:36 (l2th); Jim
Clossick, 22:54 (15th); Scott
Giltner, 23:11 (l9th); Fred
Held, 23:15 (20th); Curt
Macke, 23:42 (26th), and
Craig Scott, 23:43 (27th).
Coach Dewey Allgood was
very pleased with the team 's
performance.

"The men really put out a
good effort a s a whole,
running as a team, and trying
to encourage each other.
Strong teamwork is this
year's goal. The team is
stronger than last year, and
we are looking forward to
g etting stronger as the

season goes on," Allgood
ftates.
This weekend the Miners
will face some fierce
competition as they travel to
Mizzou on Friday , September
16. This will be the Miners'
first taste of tough competi·
tion this year, so it should be
an exciting race.

Take Charge At ZZ.

L Gold ·books

) off

es)

Students, faculty and staff
at the University of Missouri·
Rolla who purchase the 1983
Gold Book coupon packet, are
now eligible for a 17·foot
Osagian Canoe to be given
away free October 17.
The canoe, currently on
display at McDonald's, was
donated by Gold Book
sponsors McDonald's, Kmart
and National Food Store.
. Simply tear off the complete
front cover of your Gold Book,
write your name, address and
telephone number on the

container at McDonald's.
Drawing for the canoe will
be October 17 at 2:00 p.m.,
and you need not be present to
win.
Gold Books are currently
on sale for $5 at the
University Center·West
cashier's window, the UMR
Bookstore, the UMR Athletic
Department and throughout
'campus by v~ious student
groups .
Proceeds from the sales go
to the Gale Bullman Athletic
Fund and the Miner Band
Fund.

UMR rugby
UMR Rugby had their membership meeting last Tuesday
and are proud to say that we had a good turn out. Our first
game was this past weekend, September 10 against
Washington University. The game was p1ayed at F.,rest Park.
The schedule for the rest of the year is:
Sat., Sept. 10-Washington U.-Noon-Forest Park
·Sat., Sept. 17-Falcons-Noon-Rolla
Sat.·Sun., Sept. 24·25-CMSU Tourney-Warrensburg
Sat., Oct. 1-SLU-Forest Park
·Sat., Oct. 8-Mizzou-1:00 p.m.-Rolla
·Sat., Oct. 22-UMR Old Boys-Noon-Rolla
Sat., Oct. 29-NEMO-1:00 p.m.-Kirksville
·Sat., Nov. 5-SMSU-1:00 p.m.-Rolla
·Home games
Students are encouraged to come out and participate in this
rugged sport.

In most jobs, at 22
care of sophisticated
you're near the bottom
equipment worth
millions of dollars.
of the ladder.
In the Navy, at
It's a bigger chal·
22 you can be a leader.
lenge and a lot more
After just 16 weeks
responsibility than
of leadership training,
most corp9rations give
you at 22. The rewards
you're an officer. You'll
have the kind of job
L-_.:.-_ _ _~~_ _~:L_ _lI~ are bigger, too. There's
your education and training prepared
a comprehensive package ()f benefits;
you for, and the decision-making au·
including special duty pay. The starting
thority you need to make the most of it.
salary is $17,000 -more than most com·
As a college graduate and officer
panies would pay you right out of college.
candidate, your Navy training is geared
After four years, with regular promo·
to making you a leader. There is no boot'
tions and pay increases, your salary will
have increased to as much as $31,000.
camp. Instead, you receive professional
training to help you build the technical
As a Navy officer, you grow, through
and management skills you'll need as a
new challenges, new tests of your skills,
Navy officer.
1 and new opportunities
This training is
NAVY OPPORTU N ITY
W 341
to advance youredu·
·
d t 0 ms
. t'll
I INFORMATIO
N CE NTER
I ca t'lOn, me
. I d'
d eSlgne
1
P.O. Box 5000 . Clifton . NJ 07015
u mg th e
I o I'm rea d y ' to ta ke ch a rge. Tell m e more I possibility of attending
confidence by first·
hand experience. You I abou t the Navy's office r prog r a m s .
(0G) I graduate school while
you're in the Navy.
learn by doing: On
I Nam e Firs t ( Please Print ) Last
I
Don't J'ust take a
Your first sea tour,
you're responsible for I Add ress
Apt . H_ _
I job. Become a Navy
managing the work of
Ci ty·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
officer, and take charge.
up to 30 men and the I State
Zi p
I Even at 22. .

r- - - - - - - - - -

I
I
I
I

L

A STITCH IN TIME
Counted Cross Stitche
Candlewickinge
Handcrafted giftse
"Call us for class info."
9-5:30

MON. thru SAT. '
FRI. 9-9
900 SO . BISHOP AVE
364-:4170

tCollege/ U n iversity
A ge _

_

t Year in College _ _ t O P A - -

"'M ajo r/ M inor

Phone Number

tAre8. Codel
Bes t Time to Call
ThiS IS fo r genera.l recruitmen t In for mation You do not have
to furni s h an y o f the InformatIOn requested Of course. t he
mo re we know, the more we can help to d etermIne the kmds

I
I
I
I

:::8::=S:::9:::h:::':O
:::IJ2:.. ___ J

Navy Officers
Get Responsibility Fast.
I
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(Soccer,

12th man award back
Submitted By
M-CLUB
The 12th Man Award will
again be presented by the MCl ub to the or ganization
which best supports t he
Miners' Football Team at
home games.
This award originated at
Texas A&M U niver sity
a pproximately 80 years ago.
During a home football game,
their star player was injured
and had to be removed from
the field on a stretcher. The
team only had 11 players on
the roster, so they were one
man short. A man was pulled
out of the stands and was
suited up to play in the rest of
the game. At this point, the
fans stood up and began
cheering and yelling, trying
to support their team . T he
man from the stands (the
12th man) was inspired by
the wild enthusiasm of the
fans, and sparked the team to
an exciting 4th quarter, comefrom·behind victory.
It is the result of this

incident that The 12th Man
Award was started. The
award is in recognition of the
fans who are ready to support
their team.
The intent of the M-Club in
giving this award at the UMR
campus is to recognize the
club or organization which
best exemplifies school spirit
and enthusiasm. The one
whic h best fulfills the
following requirements will
be declared the winner of the
award.
The judging criterion has
been divided into sections. At
each home game, points will
be given in 5 catergories.
These are:
1. Members Present and
Group Identification-Points
will be in proportion to the
percentage of the participating organization present
and recognized.
2. Ch eers-The initiation
and originality of organized
cheers is of importance.
However, a group that
enthusiastically joins with a
cheer a lready in progress (in -

r------,:

I
I

Next Week

I

Miner Football

I
I

I

L------I

M - Club
Athlete of the week
Th e A thlete-o f-the-Week
Award goes to the three
members of the Men's CrossCountry Team who tied for
first place in a dua l meet
against SIU·E. Jim Bullard,

Dan Marley and P ete
Lichtenwalner each ran a
26:25 for the 5-mile course.
The time was the best season
opening time in several years.

UMR cheerleaders), rather
than starting a competitive
yell , will gain more. Cheers
including obscenities will
result in the deduction of
points.
3. No is e and Enthusiasm-The organizations
m a king noise, using noisemakers , and showing
originality are are given
points here.
4. Visual Effects-Very
readily noticed is the use of
visual aids . Flash cards,
signs, banners , and anything
else you can think of to show
enthusiasm will be considered in point awarding.
5. Opinion- Additional
points may be added or deducted on the basis of a
judges overall impression of
an organization.
A new means to earn points
has been added this year. To
en courage the football team
and promote excitement, the
Friday before every game
(home or away) points will be
given to the organizations
showing spirit on campus.

Judging criterion will be
primarily the same as that
used for each home game,
however, planned activities
should occur between classes.
And finally , there are
several ways to earn extra
points during the homecoming festivities . The group
that buys the most homeco ming buttons (as a
percentage of people in the
orga ni zatio n ) will gain
points. Also, there will be
opportunities at th e homecoming bonfire. Any organiz at i on helping in the
collection of burnab l e
materials will get points for
each tru ckload supplied.
Also, the group that most
visibly and most enthusiastically attends and s upports
the bonfire will earn more
points.
Lastly, M-Club would like
to encourage every organ ization to participate a nd
support the Miner Football
Team.

TK's

from page 10

Dickerson and the other
captain, senior Matt Budd
thought Birch had been doing
an excellent job. "Having
him back there gives us
confidence and gives the
team a lift when he makes
those big saves," added
Dickerson.
Another player who has
been playing a key role is
Keith Van Der Steen, the
fr eshman from DuBourg
High School. Keith made first
team All-State as a back last
season, but seems to have
made the transition to wing
forward pretty good as h e
scored three of UMR' s irst six
goals. Scott Jaskowiak has

.,

.,

One Horse Books and Records
We Buy, Sell & Trade
Records, Cassettes , Paperbacks and
Rent Records.
Posters For Sale
808 Pine in Downtown Rolla
364-2244

(Next to Faulkner's Mini-Mart)

,PIZZA EXPRESS
(Thick or Thin)

CHEESE
CHEESE
CHEESE
CHEESE
DELUXE

also helped out the Miner
offense. Scott is a transfer
student from Eastern Illinois
University.
Captain Dickerson summed up his feelings about the
soccer team's future this way,
"The biggest thing we've got
going for us is we're really
getting along good. If we can
keep up the good attitude we
will have a really good
season. Winning the conference is our main goal ."
Budd then added, "It's still
awful early, " to tell how the
Miners would do, but, "would
like to see a crowd out there,"
for t he Miners next home
game September 26.

plus I
plus 2
plus 3

Rolla
1806 North
Bishop

364-FAST

IO-Inch
Small

13-Inch
Medium

15-Inch
Large

$3.5&

$5.50
6.25
1.00
7.15
8.50

$8.00
8.90
9.80
10.10
11.55

ITEM
ITEMS
ITEMS

4.25
4.95
5.65
6.35

Deluxe includes cheese, pepperoni, ham, mus_h rooms, onions,
green peppers, black olives and bacon.

EXTRA ITEMS

.65

.1'5

.90

Toppings:. Pepperoni, Ham, Mushrooms , Onions, Green Pepper,
Pepper Rmgs, Bacon, Hamburge'r, Black Olives, Italian Sausage.

I========~F AST

FREE

DELIVERY~~

---------T---I
(Must Specify When Ordering)

Terry's Fly Shop
100/0 off ALL MATERIALS
with coupon
Fly Tying Class~s 7 - 9 p.m.
Sept. 21-28 and Oct 5-12
Terry's Hair Shop in back

609 Pine St.

COUPON

COUPON

$4.00 OFF

$3.00 OFF

Large Deluxe Pizza

NOT valid with two
for one special

I
I
I

1 Medium
Deluxe Pizza
pick-up
or delivery .

COUPON
Lunch Special
1 Large 2 Item Pizza

$5.00 OFF

I. .

I

Good from
11am till 2 pm

pick-up or delivery
one coupon per pizza one coupon per pizza

pick-up or delivery
one coupon per pizza

coupon expires 10-30-83

coupon expires 10-30-83

expires 10-30-83

&
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in there. If you can get through all the hard work while putting up with all the distractions,
you'll be ready for anything. Including graduation. What's more, you'll have a real education.
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Free-Poster. Dept
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Box 1166. P\n~urgh . PA 15230
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&~r ~~:='Jc~rRi~~b~J~y 1984 CRAOS

Placement

~~;: ) c~ii~~~~~iR~~~~~~r

ttJQi~

Can~ inl~rviNlng for w~k of

Octob@r 3-7, 198]

Will Int~rvlew .ot:CDeER 1983 CRAOO (PREVlOOS CRAOO SIGN ON BACK-UP LIST> with
~/fofi/PhD Electrical Engif'M!'ering for design, production, marketil'6 , sales
engineers. Location: various (HAY 19811 GRADS MAY SIGN-UP AF1'ER SEPT . 28,198).)
Int.erviewer: Ibn Riedel
P~HFJlT VISA REnJlRED ON AU. HOCE'lT PACKARD SQ{EllJLES .
o:M'ANY REQJESlS nlAT S1\l0fNtS SIGH ON ONE SotfDJl.E 0tI. y.

U.S . CITIZENSHIP OR

AIRCRAFT, El Sesurx1o , CA

~~~~~r~~~'

U. S. (training program for ri rst

lnterv.1ew date: October 3, 1983
filn ber of schedul es: 1

:~~~er~:eMlYC;>984

CRADS ONLY (GRAOO PREVIOOS TO WlY 19811, SIGN ON BACK-UP
LIST OtI.Y) wI th BS/ foG J0l6D.1cal, /'t!'Chanical Engineering for Research & Developllent..
DeLails w11l be ~ted with s igJJ.Ip5. U.S. CITIZENSHIP OR PEftolANENT VISA R6OUIREO

Priority signup: September 21, 1983
RegLI1~ sigrop : Sepurnber 22, 1983

by gutting social programs.
The main reason why he
was unable to cut social
spending was that the voters
hadn't wanted him to. Oh,
sure, they had all told the
pollsters that they wanted a
balanced budget and less
social spending. And they
h ad been telling the truth,
t (){), at least in the abstract.
The trouble is that, while
voters speak in the abstract to
pollsters, they speak very
concretely to their Senators
and Representatives. And
when Senators and Representatives began to sound as if
they were goi"ng to cut social
spending as much as Reagan
had wanted, boy, did they get
an earful. Rich guys weren't
about to start paying for the
Coast Guard's help with their
yachts. Grandmas and
grandpas had no intention of
taking cuts in Social Security.
Local and state governments
made it clear that they
couldn't stand cute in block
grants. Students needed
loans. Artists needed grants.

sell

See Permanent page
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I

If you have not yet enrolled . under the new expanded
time is }~nning short. Applications _are ~till

supports. Everybody insisted

!!'e~~th:~~~~e~~I!~a~~::.

23, 1983.

being accepted throuoh SEPTEMBER
The Senators and Represen-Ima y apply at the Cashier's Office or mail your
tatives quickly got the word.
application and check directly to :
Social spending grew.

You
.

INSURANCE
II LAWTON-BYRNE-BRUNER
TEN BROADWA Y
ST LOUIS MO 6310
· around,voter~hatetohaveto I
I
OPTIONAL MAJOR MEDICAL BENEFIT
$24 PER I
YEAR
I
~~~~e~l~e~:it:~~~i~:d:;o;!
PLAN ADMINISTRATOR,
LAWTON-BYRNE-BRUNER, COLLECT
I
:v:~~~f o~~r: ~~:~k ~:r~i
MARY GOOD .

w~~:~~~d~~:~'!o!h~

cut and few people dislike
h avi ng lots of Defense
Department money floating

start paymg In full for what
they used to get the rest of th e
country
helptothem
buy.that
This isto not
imply
everyone has owned up and

I
.

.

1')-

. ,
~
Remember the new program contains a $10000
'
"
for
f or s t u d en t on Iy coverage.
.

I F YOU SHOULD HAVE ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE

FEEL FREE TO CALL THE

the contrary, many are

at

(314) p21-5540 and ask for

state legislatures call for it, a
constitutional convention
will have to be held. While
See Budget
page

15

formal favors, glassware,

sportsware, and novelties
to Greeks, dorms, clubs.
Commission;'OIl\lN

HOURS

Call Custom Favor Co.
1-8 -32 - 1 1

for a dog gone
good time!

visit

or

SOILUI'IlERJER WILL HAVE A PRE-RECflJITING t£ETING ON OCl'OBER 3 , 1983, 6:30- 10:00 P.M . ,
IN 'ruE !1=;RAf'rEC ~.

I & SICKNESS PROGRAM .
~~~rm~~pI~e~~~dd pf~iocd~ tVOLUNTARY STUDENT ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS I
IP/i.OGRAM,

WANTED
STUDENT SALES REP.
to

CRAIB, RECXl(f GRADS, with
BS/KS/EJ.ectrlca.l, Mechanical Dlglneering , PhySiC3 tor Field Ehgineer.
~tails will be posted with slgrop.5. U.S. CrnZENSHIP OR PERHAHOO VISA
~IRED 8Y <XH'AHY.
Location: TX , LA , IN, 00 , fl.A, 105, NH
Interviewer: unknOwn at this time
Priori ty s lgnup: septAmber 19, 1983
lnt.ervl e\1 dates: October 4-5, 1983
Regular s lgnJp : Sepumber 20, 1983
~ber
schedules: 1 each day

,-STUDENrACCiDENr--'

No rush on budget
Think back to about two
and a hal(years ago. Our new
President.. Ronald Reagan ,
had just taken charge,
bringing with him an openly
reactionary philosophy of
govern-ment, Republican
control of the Senate, and a
host of hard-nosed conservative Representatives. The
President had announced his
four year spending goal: the
federal government's budget
would be balanced by the
1984 fiscal year.
I hate to have to bring this
up, but fiscal 1984 starts in
abo ut two weeks. The
President, of course, gave up
even thinking about bal·
anced budgets early in fiscal
1982. After showing a
"shocking" $50 billion deficit
in fiscal 1981, the last year in
which Jimmy Carter could be
assigned any blame, the
government racked up a $100
billion deficit, followed by
this year's incredible $200
billion "shortfall. " Nobody's
suggesting that the coming
year's deficit will go much
below $150 billion, if it goes
that low.
What happened? Obvious·
ly, part of the problem stems
from Reagan's initial (some
would say continuing)
Disneyland attitude toward
government spending. Why,
a balanced budget shouldn't
be any problem. You simply
cut taxes to stimulate the
eco n omy, buy uP every
imaginable implement of
destruction you can find, and
get outlays to match income

Priority signup: Septabet' 16,1983
Regular s1gnJp: Sepumber 19 . lQal

~ifi ~~~~1~~Njri~83":":Y fijjl !G~OS

Den~r,

By LARRY BECK

sign on back-up li st only}.

·as.sl~nt)

(PREVl OOS GRAOO SIGN ON BACK-UP LIST)
..,l th BS/Electrical , Ctv11 , Mechanical, Olenical, I1lning Ehgineerlng for Project
Eng.1neer. HlNINC ENGINEERS Wll.L BE LIKITEO 1'0 OII...Y 2 SIGNlPS PER t<lRNINC SOiEWLE;
Z SIGWPS PER AFTERN(X)N SOiEWLE ON... Y. PEIliANEHT VISA REXlUIRED .
1:1te'rviewer; unknown
Location: open
lnt.erview da t e: October 3 , 1983
Priority slgnup: Sept.embe:r 16 , 1983
Regular signup: Sepumber 19, 1983
/Unber ot schedules: 2

BY c::cMlANY.

Priority s.1gnup: September 22 , 1983
Regular :J1grop: Septelllber 23, 1983

e?ft~~;rewT~f~1 , ~Ji~lfcy ~984

~~"::~~~i~~~l~~;:~a~~A ~~~C;~ ~~~rs

.

(PREVlOOS CRAOS SIGN 00 BACK-UP LIST)

BY CXH'ANY.
location: Kan.sas Clty, ICS
Interviewer: J.T. Nel50n
Interview date: October 7, 1983
tUnber of SChedules: 1

PROffSSIONAL SERVICES INDJSTRrES, INC., (Ok Brook, IL

Priority signup: SeptSllber 21, 1983
Regular sigrup: September 22 , 1983

CO
Intervl~r :
unknown
InterviN dates : Octo~r 6-7, 1983
ltmber of .schedules; 1 each day

e&1~t!~~ ftM'Jios

with BS/Electr1cal ~neeri'8, Ccmput.er Science (control type) ror 30rtware
eng1 neerlng ard d1g! tal deSign, U.S, crnZENSHIP OR P~NEflr VISA ImJIRED

\11111 IntervlN.HAY 19ij.t1 CRAOS ONLY (CRAOS PREVlOOS 1'0 ""y 198t1, SIGN BACK-UP LIST
Oht.Y) ..,lth as/liS/Civil Engineering for entry level engineer _ rnaU'riab an:;! ~ _

HDtL.ETI PACKARD WnL HAVE AN INFORMATION I'£ETINJ ON OCTOBER S , 198). F1IOH

Interview date: October 6 , 198)
!t.mb(>r of schedule.s: 3

LIST)

Wlll internew DECEJrI3ER 1983 CRAOS (PREVlOOS CRAOS SIGN ON BACK-UP LIST)
"11th as/liS/Electr ical F.il81~ring, Canput.er Science for Space & TeleCOlll'luni _
cations Croup. Should be interested in desl gnll'6 advanced systems am CClllponents
for carmunication.s satellites , earth resou~es, meteorological satellit.es, and
scientific explora tion spacecraft . U.S. CITlZEKSHIP RfllUlRED BY OOtf'ANY.
Location: El Segumo , CA
Interviewer: unknown
Interview date: October 3 , 1983
PrIorIty slgnup: Sept.ember 16, 1983
foUnber o f schedules: 1
Regular sl grup: Sept.ember 19, 1983

HDlt.ETr PACKARD cx:M'MfY, Corvallis , OR

5:15-7:00 P .H., IN 'DIE I'£OlANlCAL ENGIHEERlt«J AUOI1'ORIUH.

Wr~t;;~~I~li9fJ~O~ySi984teM&i~PREVlOOS

CRAOS SICN ON BACK-UP
with BS/fot!chanic:al, Electrical filgineering, fl1g.1neeri~ MmagelIent for
BlIer.son ElectriC i'btor Div.
U.S . CITIZflGiIP OR PERMANENT VISA REXlJlRED BY
CO!'f'ANY.
location: St. Louis
InterviNer: unknown
Inte rviN dates: D::tober 7, 1983
Priority s1gnup: September 22,1983
tUnber of sched ules: 1
Regular s 1gnJp: Setepber 23, 1983

( PREVIOOS CRAOO SICN ON BACK-U P
Technical Per.sonnel ~velollDent Program.

Location: various manufacturing locat.1ons
Interviewer: un~n
Interv.1ew date: October 3 , 1983
Prlor.1ty signup: September 16, 1983
•• ltnlber of .schC!'dules: 1
Regular sigtJJp : September 19, 1983

Permanent
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FIRST ANNUAL
BIKE THRU ROLLA
POKER RUN
Sponsored by
Student Union Board Outdoor
Rec. Committee
OBJECT OF RIDE
1). consists of 10 mDe ride

2) pickup card at each of 5 check pts. of
the map and try to get the best poker hand
1st prize --, cooler
2nd prize -- bike accessories

* books * cards * gifts
* posters * records
* sheet music
Wallace Trip Paw
Prints Cards

708 Pine

Mon-Fri
9-5:30
Sat. 9-5

3rd prize -- bike accessories
SAT, OCT, 1st

1-4 p.m,

Sign up in SUB office
U - CENTER WEST RM ' 217

&
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~ ELECTRIC OOWANY Eh&lNOOd! ro
'dIi!dUlu for Gieneral EJOectric CClilpany will be dlvlde;t U (ollow,,:

:rt~~I:"fCC~REft~R\~~&\I~I[;/~ Ae~pace. ~chan1cal.
t:wlurgical. ltJclear, Electrieal Ersineer1~. Ccmputer Scle~, D'Ig1~rll"8
~ca rOC' 3UbMquent career placement 1n developrM!nt. or design e~l"IIee.rlng.
1.5. ClnmGllP OR P£lt1ANDn' VISA RBXJlRED.
.ocatJon: San..b:te, California or one of $I!~l'al eastern looaUons.
.nter"'lJewrs: Bob Vachon, Art fetDYr, f'r'ank Scheib, 8lrry &:Iden, Lou Pelt11~r
:nw-viN daus: October 5~. 1983
Priority signJp: September 20, 1983
lIIber of schedules: 5 each day
~l.ar "ignJp: Septmber 21. 1983

TEOOOCAL ~RXETI!Ci PRX:RAM
Vili interview t:td:'i'titR lIAil. ~y 1CJ8l1 CRADS with BS/I'CS/Electrlcal HI!chan1oal
Jclear a,p.~lng for sub5equent ~rs In ales/application of l~ustrtal. el~

ON.,Y (CRADS PREVIOOS 1'0 MAY 19Sti SIGN ON BACKUP LIST) with BS/He<:han1oal &igineering for design of conveyor systems;
BS/Electrical E'llgineering (or design of controls for ocmplex conveyor systems .
Location: St. Louis
Intervie'>lt!:rs: u!"l.la'lown
Intervielrl date: October tI, 1983
Priorny slgnup: Septmber 19. 1983
IUlber of scheules: 2 (l-EE)
Regular sigTLIp: Sept.e!llber 20, 1983
0-1'£ )

ett1~~~~i~JNm:~)caAi&s~Y

(PREVIOOS GRAnS SlQi ON BACK-UP LIST)
wi th BSJC1v1l, Mechanical, Electrical Ehglnee.rlng for frlglneer -- design an:!
regulation of new d'1strlbutton ,systems or relocation of eXLStir"6 systems for
const.nJCtion acoonHng to caapany procedures. ~act.ices an::! poUcies am applicable goverrmental !"\lIes an::! regulations. U.S. ClnZEHSHIP RfXIUIRED.
Location: H1dwest
Interviewer: Barry Jack.son
Interview date: October II, 1983
PriOC"ity s1goop: Septellber 19 , 1983
bber of SChedules : 1
Regular sigoop: September 20, 1983

~;~~~~-;r~~ PE::'~C:~' ~=n~. =~~~tr1butor sales praJucts.
~Uon:

~~~~~~t«I~rrl)8raJM'(=iOOs !:"[l)

Natlorw1de

nurvlewer: Helen Kaiser
nurvlew date: (ktober 5...6,1983
UiDet' of schedules: 1

Priority signJp: September 20, 1983
Regular sigJJJp: September 21, 1983

bU: Ccmpany ha3 given pt.nllisslon for gra:!s preVl0U5 to December 1983 to sign
schedulu.

11'1

rm.D ENCDlEERlt«i PIIXRAH
Vil1 interview iiibiIt!A 1983, HAY 1984 GRADS with BS/Electrical, Mechanical,
wear a,g1.~ring for SJb3eqUll!nt assigment to the district involved in the
.t.&llation an::! 3ervlce of in:!Wltrial an:! e1ect.rical ...... tility produc~.
l,s. CITlWGUP OR pERMANENT VISA ftf.:QJIRED.
,D(Suon: Hldwut

~!:e~te~ ~~~Y5.6.
label" of 3Chedule.:s:

1983
1 each day

Priority s1gTa1p: Septellber ZO, 1983
Regular s1.gJ'l.lp: Septmber 21, 1983

IWlIF'ACTURlNC H,l.NAGD£l{! PIIXRAH
V.illlrit.erview Dtd)iU!!ii 198), HAY 1981l GRADS with as/liS / Electrical. Hechanioal,
ttetallurg1cai &g1neering for prouBlll for 5U~nt caree.r placement in a responatble Ilal'lJracturi~ position 1n CDanJC"act.urlng engineering , ut.erial unagenent,
platlt erc1neer1ng, q\&l1ty (X)(ltrol, or ractory supervis1on. U.S. ClTIZEKSHIP OR
P£lw.HENT VISA RWJIRED.
I.DCaUon: IetiOl'lolide

~~~1:e~~te:;D'(k~

ltllber' of schedules:

5.6, 1983
1 eaCh day

Priority sJpJp: SeptembU 20, 1983
Regular s1gnJp: September 21, 1983

ie ~till ftt ~n~~l!:; :::!l/r9~ , cr:r.=R~
You

GRADS (PREVIOOS GRAOO SICN ON BACK-UP
UST) with BS/~anical, Electrical, Aerospa~ Ehgj.neering for flight. hardware
IJstA:lU, canputer hardware l30ftware , fac.1lit1e.s engineers; will abo interview
IS/Canputer Science majors, but they shoUld ha~ at least 12 .semester hours of
fiIlJslcal Science oour3eS. U.S. CITIZENSHIP RWJIRED.
lDCItion: NASA

~:~!:e~~te ~~obe~~1983
\nber of schedules:
n lOTE:

o

PER

Priority signup : October 11. 1983
Regular signup: October 12, 1983

1

urrERVIEW onE FOR J.E'.K. SPACE CEfTER I1JVED

to OCT. 26 . 1983

IIflLf1T PACKARD o:H'ANY . Corvallis . OR
iilllntervIN DEdl'tiER 198) GRALS lPkE'lIOOS GRAIlS SIGN ON BACK-UP LIST) . ~ below
vlth BS/~/PhD in Electrical f.zlg1neering, Conput.er Science for design, product.ion, .arketing - all division. LocatJon.s: various
Inurvieter: 9lb U~ngood
WIll intil!rviN ~ 1983 GRADS (PREVIOOS GRAns SIGN ON BACK-UP LIST) · 3ee belO1J
vitti BS/I'£/PhD in EJ.ectrlcal tT6i.neering, Ca:l'Iputer Sc.1enoe for NII!1d ~les, system
!J6I"., cust.olller e gr . , IIIvlcetJng, design, pro:iuct.ion. Location: CA, CD, OR, WA, 10
Int.erviNer: Rick Bryne

r«m:: HElILETI PACKARD Wnl. INTERVIEW HAY 1984 GRADS; HMVER, TIlEY REC,lJEST nUT
0CC&tiER 1983 GRADS HAVE PRIORITY. IF' 'tOO ARE A HAY 1984 GRAD, PLEASE 00 OOT
'l!C;N fOR AN IPlTtRVIEW U!(J'IL ~R 28, 1983.

;If'i~i;;~f~ =AtyijM

&AMs 6J.; ( PREVIOOS CRADS SIGN ON BACK-UP LIST )

M

wUJl. aslt{;/EllI!ctrlcal Eilgineerlng.
Location: In:Uanapol1s
1ntervl~r: unknown
Int~r9lew date: October II. 1983
1lnbt1' of &cl'Iedules: 1

U.S. CITIZF.KSHIP RWJIREO BY OOHPANY.

Priority signup: September 19, 1983
Regular sigrl.lp: September 20, 1983

1CTt:

IOATERWA'!S EXPERH£NT STATION, Vicksburg. HI will be interviewing on
Q:t.o~r 5, 198). oetails are not avaHable at this time. Will be posted in
lif'oIo M'C8 as 500fi a!'l avo.llab1e .

l{f;{ ~ide:az;'i~omal
IilU .

infonnation an::! s1gnJp day on Cktober 5. 1983, 1n Centennial
tblf'$ will be t'rmI 8:00--5:00. All grads receiv1ng 8 BS/KS/AlD in general

et1P~lng,particularly In areas of Electrical, ~chanica1 Ehgineering, Fngin~1~ ttinagment, Conpuur Science ) are invited . Actual interview dates wl11 be

on October 6.1, 1983. Prill'lary locations repre!le'nted w111 be: Charlotte, NC;
fAst FtMlC.ill, NY: Eh:l.1cott, NY: leXington , KY: Ra1eiah, NC; fbchester, !fl; Thcsoo,
Al: Eou1der, 0); corporate locations. (til PRIORITIES UNOL.VED)

~te;~~=1t

RsfrltiS·Jt.y

(PREVlOOS GRAOS SIGN ON BACK-UP UST)
'rIlth BS/t6/PhD In EJ.e<:trlcal &g1neering for engineering staff 8ssignnents in
~, design. developnent, test analysis , production, quality control,
fJeld eng.ineering an::! rel1abihty, related to aut.an.atiC test equip;nent, electroIeChanlcal packaglng, simulation ard lllooe11ng , avionics, carmunications, carmarrl
11'11 control, guidance , navigation, sensor sy~teclS, sonar, signal proceSSing, mesSIgt ard data. 5\litching syst.em~ , HF' and UHF' circuitry am sy~tems, airborne digi tal caaput.ers, tra~isslon system~ (fibre optic~, microwave, digl. tal /analog
radios arc! multiplex), electro-optics; sas, H:lS , O1lS, EPROM, EEPROH, am CaAs
dl!vlO11! technology. microccmput.er, microprocessor , mmory, an::! te1eo::mnunlcat1on
pro::IU(:t.s. U.S. crTIZEl&{lP RWJlRED BY aH'ANY.
Loc:aUon: So . California, Atlanta, G!orgta, Chicago, nlinois, Cedar Rap ids ,
lew.. Dallas , TeDS
lntf:rvtewers: unknown
Priority slgn.ip : September 19, 1983
Interview date : October tI, 1983
Regular s1.glJp : September 20 , 1983
Ilaber of schedules: 2

:r-~~OOHollt9atGtJM~Y

(CRAOO PREVIOOS 1'0 MAY 19811, SICN ON BACKUP LIST) with BSIHS/OlE!llical, ~Chanll'al &g.ineerir'6, ~neering ""'~nt
for Electronlcs Division . O1E: surface ~btry application; 1'£ : processing
I!rC1tftrlng to aaxJmize manufact.urir"6 proceS3eSj Ehgineffing ~nag!iI!I.ent: rull
f'IrCI! IE skills, cost reduction; BS/HS/Electrica.l Ehglneerlng for lIIicropr0ce530rs
:.~~~ ~~~llY, mfg. prooI!s3es. PERMANOO' ~IDENCY REX.'OIRED .
lnterview-rs: unlcmwn
irllef"flew date: Oct.ober 4- 5, 1983
1: OlE , IE, 1'£
2: EE

Priority sigoop: September 19 , 195 3
Regular s1gt1lp: Septelllber 20, 1983

bber of schedules:

land

SIGN ON BACK-UP LIST)
with as/Electrical E'llg1neering. ~n1cal ~neering-, ItJclear Ehgineerlng.
U.S. CITIZENSHIP RWJIRED.
Location: Houston & South Texas
Intil!rviewers: unknown
Priority ,s1.grJ.Jp: September 19, 1983
Interview date: (ktober II, 1983
Regular 3ignJp: September 20, 1983
Itcber of schedules: 3 (1: HE)

Mtf~~t.e=
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rM~Rir: (PREVIOOS

GRADS SIGN ON BACK-UP LIST)
with BS/EJ.ectrica1, I"echanical &ig1neerir"6 for production, d(!sign, quality assurance, operations. /'UST HAVE l.ECAl. RIGiT 1'0 'I«lRK IN TIlE UNITED STATES.
Location: Central to Southern 11110015
Interviewer: unknown
Interview date: October II, 1983
Priority sigrLlp: September 19, 1983
~lar sign.lp: September 20, 1983
tt.mbe;r of schedules: 1

tcIf::

I

~~~~AN!fu1S;~~Louc!!pi~ing

~n1cal,

90 hours in Olemical,
Electrical
Ehg1neer1ng, ~~ring lWlagement. U.~ . CITIZDGHIP OR PERMANENT VISA REX)UIRED.
location: Electronics Div., St . Louis , I'{)
Intervie\olers: uricnown
Interview dat.e: October 11 -5, 1983
limber of schedules : l~t. II : (01E , IE, !of: (ONLY 2 OPENIICS - AfiElU(X)H)
l-Oct . 11 -5 : (~: 4 openi~ - Af"I'ERN:)QN)
(2 e.a day)
EXXON. Houston, TX
Will collect resun(!,s frem students In (hemical, ~chan1cal, Petroleun, Gr!ological
Ei"Igloeering . PLEASE nJRN RESUI-£ IN ON nJESDAY, Sf.P'I'El'BER 20,1983, UNIVERSITY
CEmER WEST.
JaiN F'. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER Kenned
ce Center f1..
i 1 co ect resunes 0 y ran students in
nica , Aerospace, Electrical
Ei"Igloeering for SU!I!Ier emplo)t!lent. . PLEASE ruRN RESJt£ IN ON nJfSDAY, SEPTEMBER 20,
UNIVERSITY CENTER WEST. WRING SUt+ER SIGNJP HOORS.

OCTOBER 50, 198]
Location:
Intervlewln..,,:
ReqUIrements:

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7, 198)
LoC4tlon:
Into:rvle .... lng:
Requl:."ements:
" OllL SCHEDULe CONSISTS or

1)

TAr'1KO ASf'HALT PRODUCTS
JoplIn, Mlssourl
E.E., H.L:.
2.8 GPA or above , Merlcan Clt,;<",
INTERVIFW TI~ES -7 IN 1HE M. I; IN 1Hf: 'I

HONDAY, OCTOBER 10. 198]
DELCO £LF.CTnON1CS 01"". Of' (;M
LocatIon:
Kokom() . IOI,II.Jna
Interviewing:
C.Sc., E.E ., H.E.
ReqUIrements:
).0 GPI. or above, Amerlca!. Clll7.U'
f'H SIGN-UPS ONLY - 2 CSC., 2 E.E., 2 H.C.
" ONI;:-HALF SCHF:DULE CONSISTS Of' 6 INTERVlI::W TIHL:S
BUICt< MOTOR DiVISION
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11 . 19B]
Flint, Mlchlgan
Location:
C.Sc •• E.E .• Eng .Mgrnt.. M.L.
Intervle .... ln·/:
].0 GPA or above, Merlcan <':1~1" ~' n
ReqUIrements:
·· ONL SCHEDULE CONSISTS OF 13 INTERVIEW TIM£S - 7 IN TilE A..'4, 6 IS THl: 1'~1
'l'HE PRDCrER , GA."IBLE PAPER ;oi(O[,_ ..."!'S
Cape Girardeau, HO
Ch.E .• F.r.., Enq. Hgmt ., H.'- .
2.5 Gl-A or above, Sophomor('s on.
","erl Ccln Cltl len
" om: SCHEDULE CONSISTS OF 12 INTERVIEW TII1ES - 6 IN Tm; M, 6 IN THE P'1

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1983
Location:
Intervle .... ln\) :
ReqUIrements:

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 18 , 19B]
Location:
InterViewing:
Requirements:

DOW CHE.MICAL
Freeport. Texas
Ch.E., Chern. , f..E., ~I.E.
].0 CPA o r abov~, /\meClcan CltlZ(,1
l.tlnlmum of 45 hours WILli ell le.lsl
2 courses in major completed

PM SIGN - UPS ONLY
··ONE - HALF SCHEDULE CONSISTS OF 6 INTERVIEW TIMES
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 198]
CENTRAL t'OUNDRY DIV . CL"NLRAL ~O'j'('ll(~
LocatIon:
DanVille . IllinOIS
lntervlewlng:
E.E., Mqt . , M.E .• ~1ct.E .
Requlrements:
].0 GPA or above, Ameri c an ClllZl,:n
" ONE SCHEDULE CONSISTS OJ.' 13 INTEI<VIEW TIMES - 7 IN TH1: r""I, 6 IS' THF: NI
~ONSANTO COMPANY
St. LoUIS, Hissour 1
C . Sc.
J . O GPA or above, Sophor.r<Jces on,
fo!UST HAVe COMPLETED fiT LEAsr t=O IIt·1,;
flY THE END Of THE FALL TEru-l.
I HfJUR INTEPV: 1.5 - " 1\;'.> ~('lIr OI LL!i ('uN~iSTS Of' 14 [NTERVII ..... TII1ES
.e IN THE A."'I,~ ~I_!!- _P~ _ _ _ _ _

MONDAY. OC1'ODER J7, 19S}
Locdtion :
InterVieWing:
Req'u rements;

Budget
from page 14
there are various reasons
why people want such a convention, the primary one is to
draft an amendment which
will force the federal government to balance its budget.
The important thing to
realize is that the economy is
still very weak. Millions are
still out of work. Businesses
still don't have the orders
they need to justify
expanding. The government's deficit is still what's
pushing everything along.
To see what this means to
you, just think for a minute.
Do you need financial aid to
go to school? Are you going to
be looking for a job soon? If
so, then the next time somebody asks, tell them you're
not in that big of a hurry for
the government to balance its
budget.

on 14K gold College Rings.
~f'd'~~
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DATE
TIME

I
I

Z'-esent your student 1.0,
Discount on all items_

I _II _11_ _l:.:t.
1011 Kin9shi9hwaJ
n

Now's Ihe lime 10 think about
your college ring Not Just any
nng -a 14K Gold College Ring
from ArtCarved The karat gold
Jewelry that's deSigned and handcrafted for lasting value
And now an ArtCarved 14K Gold
College Ring IS more affordable than you
think Choose Jrom an entire collection of
14K Gold ArtCarved College Rings and
save $25 ThiS offer IS for a limited time
only. so come In and see all the great
ArtCarved styles With the custom options
that can let you have the ring of your
chOice. the way you want It
So graduate In style Graduate to gold'

~
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I

Dine in or Carry Out.

valid on specials or coupons.
. .1ac. ._IOo_ _....._IH..._______ ~I_ n _
01

OLIN l"ORPORATJON
East Alton, IllinOIS
M.E., E.f.
2.5 CPfI or 4bove , so~hc>rr.o!" ~~s c>n.
Permanl' nt V,sa.
H.E. SIGN-UPS A.H. ONLY - E.E. SIGN-UPS P.M. ONLY.
" ONE SCHEDULE CONSISTS OF 12 INTERVIEW TIMES - 6 IN THt N-t. 6 111:_ T'li I'"
WED~ESDAY,

Summer
canpWi interviewing for week of October 3- 7, 1983
S1gnups for the following oanpany w1l1 be held WRING TIlE AfiEfUO)N ONLY o n
September 20, 1983. Ca:l'Ipany will be holdir"6 afternoon int(!rviews ONLY.
Signup hours are 1 :00-3: 00 P .H., UNIVERSITY CENTER WEST.

fine Mexican food!

15%

C(J~IPM'l!$

SIC"I-UPS START SEPTE.MR£R 21, 1983
SIGN-UP HOURS ONLY:
It YOU WANT AN INTERVIEW IN THf. HORNWG WITH A
COMPANY. TilE ~IGN-UPS START:
7:)0 a.l'I . - 11:00
If YOU WANT AN INTERvr"",' IN THE .\f"TEI!NCON h'I':'1i
A COMPANY. THE SIGN- UPS START:
1:15 p.lII. - ):00 p.lII.

SOImJU FOR KOOLER (IH>ANY (October 3. 1983) HAS BEEN CANCEll.ED.

students of UMR to enjoy our

and receive a

ON "11£ fIRsr Ul\Y OF' SIGN-liPS. YOU I'VlY SIGN Uf' ron ONlY ( 2 )

1-£ )

r-"-·-"-"-TACOH'ui-":~'i;;~;-r

I
I
I

Co-op

atrrin~~~Ie!\"'YiUd ~RAnS

PLACE

IIRTQl~YkQ
t 1983 ArlCarved Class Rings Inc

DepoSit ReqUired
MaSlerCarCl or Visa Accepled
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WAl:MART

Reading,
writing &
Rock 'n Roll!

u
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10 prolesllhe
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as imposing a

... get all the latest hits during our

"Back to college Sound

Sale~"

MI:N-AT WOI~K

LOVERBOY

CARGO

KEEP IT UP

Inc lud m g
Overkill / it sA M'sUlke/ H'gh W.re
Dr. HeckVU & Mr J .... e

SeUle Down My BoV

Cassettes & Albums

For frAil.

l

By JANE S

MICHAEL
JACKSON
ntRILLER

Starting i
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with 30 credit
will be requirt
either UniVersi
University
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Exceptions will
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within the Unr
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special jUstified
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